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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"
'

Campus rallies behind Unity
Anselment new
resident; Unity
arty sweeps
BY DENISE RENFRO

ifa:tt??iter
The race for student body president
ended last night with a land-slide win for
Jason Anselment, who captured 70
percent of the presidential ballots cast.
"I feel as good
about Student Government now as I ever
did - we put some
good people in office
today," Anselment
said.
About 50 students
attended Wednesday
night's Student Senate
meeting to hear the
Jason Anselment eleetlon results.
Anselment rece~ved
1,298 votes of the
1,834 total votes for the presidential
election. The other candidates, Bryan
Gutraj and Curt Knox, received 350 and
186 votes, respectively.
"It was an excellent election because
more students voted this year than la~t
year," Knox said. "The students' voice
was heard."
''I'm glad to see the good turnout for
elections and the real work starts now,"
Anselrflent said.

See UNITY pase 2

Unity wins
VP spots,
14 seats
By ELLEN EARDLEY
S1aff editor
The Unity Party swept all five
executive positions and 14 of the
18 open Student Senate seats in
Wednesday's Student Government
elections.
Jason Anselment, a junior
business management and social
science major and Unity Party
candidate, won the stiident body
presidential race capturing 1,298
of the 1,834 total votes for the
presidential iace, or 70 percent.
"During this campaign (the
Unity Party) came in with no
platform other than to represent
students, and we came otit of this
campaign with an agenda to start
from," Anselment said. "Our top
priority is to keep the students in
mind."

This year, 1,938 students cast

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer
Tom Ryan f left), a junior accounting major; assists voter Jason Pappas, a sophomore political science major, during Student Government
elections on the Martin Luther King, Jt University Union walkway Wednesday.

AT

A GLANCE

Student Government elections
• President: Jason Anselment, Unity Party.
• VP; Financial Affairs: Lance Phillips, Unity Party.
• VP, Public Affairs: Brian Anderson, Unity Party.
• VP, Student Affairs: N·ora Strong, Unity Party.
• VP, Academic Affairs: Kim Harris, Unity Party.
• Off-campus: NicoJe Couri (Students' Voice), Dayna
Church (Unity), Heather Myers (Students' Voice), Chris
Jahnke (Unity), Shelby Havlat (Students' Voice).
• On-campus: Calvin Jones (Unity), Heather Christ
(Unity), Liz Dozier (Unity), Steve Zielinski (Unity),
Jackie McGrath (Unity), Collette Guerdet (Unity),. Keith
CQsentino (Unity.), Jason Amato (New Experience).
• At-large: Amy Levine (Unity), Jennifer Daulby
(Unity), Craig Parmele (Unity), Patty Rodriguez (Unity),
Matt Thrun (Unity).
• Increase Graduate Fee $1: Defeated.
• Con$11tutlonal Amendments: All were approved.
ballots for the election, 102 more
than last year's election.
"I'm happy to report we had
1,938 voters, which was way
more than expected," said John
Petrenko, director of planning for
the elections commission. ''It was
a great success, and we 're all
happy about it.''
Petrenko said the commission

even had to run off more ballots
for voters.
Unity member Kim Harris, a
sophomore speech communication major, was elected student
vice president for academic affairs
gathering 1,400 of the 1,.527 votes
for that office, or 91 pen:ent 1be

See SWEEP page 2

Sehate sends its budget
back to AB for review
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
After a heated debate, the
Student Senate Wednesday voted
to send its budget back to the
Apportionment Board to add
funding for the Graduate Student
Advisory Council.
Senate members voted 7-11-2
to approve of the last budget the
AB approved for the senate,
which did not include any funding
for the graduate council.
The senate voted three times
before the final decision to send
the budget back to the AB to try to
add $1,000 to its budget to help
fund the graduate group.
If the AB approves the new
budget request, the funds will go
mostly toward The Chronicle,
their semesterly publication.
The $1,000 would come from
$2,000 the AB put into the reserve
account that was left over from
budgeting.
The senate's budget will now

'

'

I thought no one
listened to what we
had to say. If the
senate members were at the
AB meeting last night, then
they could have heard whaf
we had to say~
- Jeanie Rzepka
AB member;_
go back to the AB for further
revising. The AB will meet next
Tuesday to re-vote on the senate
budget.
Matt Herman, the AB chairman, said he hopes the senate will
attend the AB meeting.
"I just hope that the senate
members who voted to send the
budget back to AB show up at the
meeting on Tuesday," Herman
said. "I think it is important for
them to hear all of the aspects

See SENATE page 2
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Jury gives Menendez brothers life without parol
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Erik
and Lyle Menendez were spared
the death penalty Wednesday for
methodically gunning down their
wealthy parents 6 years ago in
their Beverly Hills mansion.
The jury recommended life in
prison without parole for the
killings of record company executive Jose Menendez and his
socialite wife, Kitty. The brothers have already spent over six
years in jail.
·

SWEEP

"Lyk is relieved because he
wants to live," said his lawyer;
Charles Gessler. "You know life
without parole is not something
to be looking forward to. So you
can't say he is happy, but he is
relieved that it was life." Erik's
attorney, Leslie Abramson~ was
relieved for both brothers.
"On the good side I will say
they're both such considerable
human beings that they will find
a way to be productive," she

said.
The eight men and four
women jurors deliberated for 13
hours over three days before filing
into the
courtroom
Weduesday with grim faces. The
room was gripped with tension
as the foreman handed in their
written decisions.
The brothers wore shirts and
ties, their faces paler than ever.
Neither reacted much. Erik sat
foreward to listen more closely,

"I was really pleased," Strong said '1
warned that elections can get pretty
but I think everyone ran a clean race."
The new executives will take office July
However, senate member seats will ch
ove~ at the Stu.d ent Senate meeting n

week.

Lance Phillips
VP for Financial
Affairs

Kim Harris
VP for Academic
Affairs

ness major, received 521 of the 1,752 votes,
or 30 percent. Students' Voice candidate
Brent Babbs, a senior business education
major, received 272 of the 1,752 votes, or 15
percent.
"I'm very pleased with the results, and I
think the students' voice was heard,"
Anderson said. "I think it's a mandate from
.the students' saying they like what Unity
stood for."
"I wish Brian the best of luck," Piket said.
"I guess it does help to run on a party, but for
an independent to get over 500 votes is
something to show the student body that you

·uN·rrv·· - ·SENAT·E
from page one-

Gutraj was unavailable for comment
Wednesday. According to a press
release, he was hosting a campaign
party at Boone's Saloon, 303 W.
Edwards St., in Springfield..
Michelle Gaddini, student body president, said the students made the right
choice in the election.
Anselment "is by far the best leader
for the students," she said.
Anselment said the Unity Party's ''top
priority is to keep the students in mind."
Anselment said his first priority is to
"clearly define Student Government as
an organization."
We want to bring as many issues, no
matter how big or small, to the plat-

form.
''What I hope we do in the fall is lay
out our first set of goals," he said.

The top eight vote getters of the' nine 0
campus senate seats went to Unity P
members.
Brian Anderson
The winners were: Calvin Jones, a so
Nora Strong
VP for Public
more music education major, with 883 vo
VP for Student
Affairs
Heather Christ_, a sophomore accoun
Affair~
.
inaicir~ with, a32 vot~w T..iz Dozier, a
don't have ,to have a party."
.fn. ''Mth
· s ..
,.
. -~1~' '""~
man, ndecll!J~dcma10r.
w. t<• 715
•
:x~tei;, J
Since P1ket was elected to· a senate seat,. ZfelinsE a ·fJ.e.,~~tx( "\I~ -..sw ".
.
hi
'
.,.......
.~IJ,\~"f}' ~ las~ •·&all, he w ill cont.mue
to serve s term major, with 757 votes; Jackie McG•
until November. . .
.
.
freshman English major, with 718 vo
Nora Strong, a JUDIOr English major, was Colette Guerdet a sophomore history ma·
elected student vice president for student with 709 votes; Keith Cosentino a fre
affairs ~th 1,075 of the l,737 total votes for accounting major, with 695 vo~: and
that off~ce, or
per~ent. Sophomore Experience Party member Jason Amato",
accountmg major Bnttany Bluhm, a junior finance major with 397 votes.
"I feel great abo~t being elected," Dozier
Students' Voice candidate, received 425 of
the 1,737 votes, or 24 percent. Independent said. "We are working right now to get
candidate Lucas Bittick, a senior German students involved."
major, received 237 of the 1,737 votes, or 14 · The Students' Voice Party took three
-percent.
the five off-campus senate seats.
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discussed at the AB meetings."
Stephanie Crase, president of the graduate
council, said she is happy that the budget
has been sent back to the AB.
"I am discouraged that the .main point of
this, which is to publish The Chronicle to
help the graduate program, isn't getting
across," Crase said. 'We are trying to stand
up for something that we believe."
Senate member Jeff Zilch said the debate
between senate and the AB was not productive for the senate.
"Now we are going to start a ping-pong
match between the senate and the AB,"
Zilch said. 'This will not get senate where it
needs to be at."
AB member Jeanie Rrepka said the vote
tonight put the AB back to square one.
"I thought no one listened to what we had
to say:' Rrepka said. "If the senate members
were at the AB meeting last night, then they
could have heard what we had to say."

The senate originally requested $1,200 in al bylaw change to restructure the se
their budget to fund the graduate coµncil, recycling committee so it includes a c
but reduced the amount to attempt a com- man and five senate members as commi
promise.
members.
"I think we should offer the council less
The recycling committee will work wi
money, and then maybe it can find other the University Recycling Committee to
ways to fund its program," said senate mem- to establish a campus-wide recycling
her Jamie Wester.
gram.
AB adviser Shirley Stewart said the coun- • Student Body President Michelle Ga
cil could submit a proposal to the four other said the Bi$ Event, a SO!Jlilluni.ty
academic colleges at Eastem to. raise fund- event-; tWill & 'at1-4"'~t0'.1 cin:·~0~»
ing for The Chro,njcle. Shesaidthe'.·~uat! ' 'l?~v:f1':..• ;.r:; -.: ·1 "'•~ t;.,~.,:11;11 ';,11
council coulu l}l&,o go to businesses- to· tcy hi> "'v·:qfbe date' Was chllrr~w · ftom· Stln ·
raise funds.
April 21 to Monday, April 22 because of
"They could try to get other businesses conflict with people's schedules," G •
around Charleston to help them fund their said. "Senate members will help
program," Stewart said.
Club and Stevenson Hall clean up g
In other senate business Wednesday:
around the campus and the streets
• Senate members approved Mike Krueger, Charleston."
a junior accounting/finance major as a mem- • Senate members also approved to
ber of the AB.
nize the new fraternity Gamma ·Phi Pi u
• Senate members approved a constitutjon.., official recogniz¢ student organizatiODj
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though the jury didn•t reco
mend the ·tilaximum pe!Jalty.
'!The impoit3n,t thfng, ·f i
to remember here is that the j
has convicted the Menen
brothers of first-degree mur
with special circumstance»{
as a result of that they will
the rest of their lives iri priSi
Garcetti told reporters.
The jury's pronouncement
not end the legal saga for t
brothers.

frompageone-------------

Students' Voice write-in opponent, Lauren
Borek, a sophomore English major, received
127 votes, or 9 percent.
"I am really excited to be elected," Harris
said. "I have a lot of new ideas that I want to
get working oii.. I think the elections went
well, and I was proud to see so many Unity
members elected."
Lance Phillips, a senior sociology major,
was elected student vice president for financial affairs garnering 1,074 of the 1,684 total
votes for that ofli.ce, or 63 percent. Students'
Voice candidate John Treadway, a senior
finance major received 429 of the 1,684
votes, or 26 percent. Primary Party candidate
Dan Jecks, a freshman music major,
received 181 of the 1,684 votes, or 11 percent.
"I'm really excited and it's time to get
some work done," Phillips said.
"I'm a little shocked," Treadway said. "I
felt I wa8 the most qualified, but obviously
the students didn't."
Brian Anderson, a senior accounting
major, won the election for student vice
president for public affairs with 959 of the
1,752 total votes for that office, or 55 percent. Independent Kevin Piket, a senior busi-

Night
Night editor
Night IOI

then leaned back in his chair as
the verdicts were completed. ·
There were separate verdicts
for each brother for the killings
of each parent. When "life in
prison without parole" was read
for the fourth time, a large gasp
of relief came from the section
of the courtroom where members of the Menendez family sat
waiting.
District Attorney Gil Garcetti
said justice was served, even

Piotrowski

Asst. night ed'rtor ......... :.......:.:....................DallJIJ Cuisa
Asst. night editor .................._ ....................M Carson
Col1( deslt ...................Travis Spencer, Chad Ganagher,
Reagan Branham, Ellen Eardley, Jessica Baker
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Ladles Night
75( Domestic Drafts
75t House "Rall" Ddnks

FRIDAY
"Rev. P.Dbett &. the /?aglll Caocas.ioos"

SAlURDAY
"Spread"
Friday4/26
"ARC Welder" w/ "Goatboy"

s 199 1/2 lb. Burgers!
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eport: Eastern
ne of nation's .
afest campuses
both types of employee injuries,
medically treated with employees returning to work and mediEastern is the safest campus cally treated with lost work
Tilinois in employee safety, days, have reduced in the last
ampus student injuries, traf- year.
c afety and police-reported
Student injuries have also
rimes, said Foster Rinefort, declined by 10 percent, based on
'rman of Eastern's environ- information from Health
ntal health and safety com- Services, Rinefort said. Dr.
'ttee.
Richard Larson, medical direc"We're committed to safety at tor for Health Services, keeps
is 'University," Rinefort said. track of injuries by submitting
e're proud of the things we monthly· student accident
me doing, which are resulting in reports.
11UCcess."
In the area of campus traffic
Since Jan. 1, there have been safety, Eastern's Safety Program
enly two lost work day-employ- Department, which is headed by
le injury cases, Rinefort said. In
Becky Markwell, director,
the 1995-96 school year, 18 received a $29,000 grant to
loyee injuries were reported. establish Eastern as a site for the
Past statistics show that".30 Netwbt'k of Employers for
ries· we're reported 'dOtino' 'the· tfatlit.Safety, Rin~fort said.
;93!Wdof-)l~ai1.riilt;~drt- !.-.. 'A.' training session took place
ed in l 993-94, and 22 took place in March for key administrators
in 1994-95.
and Charleston officials to
Work injuries and lost work understand more about traffic
lays have declined each year safety, Rinefort said.
Since the 1992-93 school year,
Attendants included Mayor
llinefort said.
Dan Cougill, Bob Taylor, execu"Several departments have set tive director of the Charleston
up their own safety committees," Chamber of Commerce, and
said Gary Hanebrink, environ- members Eastern administration
mental health and safety officer. and faculty, Rinefort said.
-rheir charge is to raise employ"Our goal is to get all of the
ee awareness of safety."
people at the university and in
He said departments have the community safely to their
tieen looking into what type of de~tinations and safely return,"
*cidents would injure employ- he said.
ees. Dining Services, Physical
Hanebrink said the environPlant and Booth 1..ibrary are mental health and safety comlepartments that have formed mittee has also helped review
health and safety committees.
standard operating procedures
Rinefort said safety coordina- and has successfully done
tors from each college or admin- departmental awareness and
btrative service meet once a information training.
week and have fonned a "strong
The environmental health and
tommittee with a broad, repre- safety committee meets at 9 a.m.
lentative group."
every Monday in the Panther
J.J~.brif!~. sa~d the commi~- Lair Conference Room in the
).a~iJ.\el¥.~);j~JqfJa,ll 1uM!'1itj.n. Lu,tber King Jr.
ow tile national average for Univq§ity .UaiQn. ~o..nald~s?
p~,~y.ee,: ,jpjP.-T~~t. : .., ~JJ.,itjJ0 ;., .,.~t-There i.1 Jtt:t4Ye·•in1Praatisln
ludes averages for sclio0ls between the university and the
parable to Eastern. He said community,'' Rinefort said.

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer
Valerie Pourch (right), ajreshmanjamily services major, and Ernest Wildman, a junior sociology major,
check out the selection at the annual book sale outside the Booth Library Wednesday afte171()()n.

Buzzard committee.lacks funds
By DONNA CUISIA
Ca!llpus editor

''

"We believe in our children's classrooms. If we want to
dream of Buzzard as more than basic, we need to raise
the money for it~
- Kathlene Shank
Chair, Enhancement Capital Campaign

A committee of faculty and staff
are working to raise $500,000 to
compensate for. the lack of state
funds allotted to furnish and equip
Buuard Building after the renovations are completed
Although the Buzzard En- learning." .
hancement Capital Campaign has
Shank said one step in the camnot officially been launched, it has paign will be to solicit money and
already established estimates for support from the faculty housed in
each department's needs. The com- ~z?r~,.Fic.ultY'll>ntrij>u tjons
mittee has estimated the costs will ltave"slow"iy begun41le-~paigo,
surpass the fund raising goal of but a buge "lead" gift is still needed
$500,000, said Kathlene Shank, to cement the beginning of it
chairwoman of the committee.
The campaign has been facultyThe state allotted $1.75 million drivcn. she-said
to furnish and equip the new
"We believe in our children's
Buuard Building. The capital cam- classrooms;• she said. "If we want
paign was formed to try to meet the to dream of Buuard as more than
costs for equipment and furniture, basic, we need to raise the money
which have been estimated higher for it
than what the state apportioned for.
''I think it's a privilege to be able
"State money will be used to to give: We'd like 100 percent of
equip faculty offices, department the faculty to contribute ... those
offices, classrooms, student and benefiting from Buuard."
faculty loun~es ... basic things,"
Estimates for furnishing and
Sbank·said: ·~ws the nice things that equipment include: an instructional
will really make the building very technical center, $85,000; a media
usable ... (and) enhances student retrieval system, $85,000; a "signif-

icant" audio-visual system for
classrooms, $15,000 per classroom;
auditorium renovations, $65,000;
editorial, advertising and business
office renoVJt~oJJLf,S?i;.. SUJ4eot
Publications, fl~.(117;-"afl ~
press room, $130,000; a·special
library for the radio and television
center, $25,000; a master control
for the FM radio station, $35,000; a
WEIU news room. $45,000;
An editing room, $50,000; a new
television transmitter, $300,000; a
reading center, $25,000;·a special
education children's classroom,
$28,000; a child development lab
for the family and consumer sciences department, $220,000; a
counseljng skills lab for the educational psychology and guidance
department, $150,000; and a professional development center,
$(i(J,OOO.

Trailmobile joins labor activists for rally in Springfield
I

Two hundred fifty locked-out Trailinobile union members rallied in
JlJring~eld Wednesday t~ !ry to change
li!gislatmn to make them eligible for unem;tDyment benefits.
The workers joined more thJUl 18,000
Giber labor union members also rallying in
ltringfield.
The union is hoping to change the
ployment Securities Act, which treats
-out workers the same as workers on
llrike. Under the law locked-out workers
not eligible for unemployment benefits.
The union is hoping to separate striking
lwrkers and locked-out workers, which
would then make the Trailmobile workers
"1igible for unemployment benefits.
The Trailmobile union members requested an exception to the law e arlier this
~th. but were denied.
The union is now appealing the decision,
pd is having union members file iodividuappeals as well as one on behalf of the
entire union.
Gary Collins, president .of the United
- rworlr.rs International Union Local
S91, said this year:'a r.ally drew 13,000

I

' ' The rally gave them something to look forward to. They got to see two very
energetic speakers and see fellow union members from all over the state.
It was very beneficial for them."
-Gary Collins
Presi~ent, United Paperworkers International
more people than last year. He attributes
the increase to the two keynote speakers:
Jesse Jackson and Richard Trumpka, the
former pr.esident of the United Mine
Workers and present vice president of the
AIFCIO.
"Jesse Jackson focused on tmity and solidarity and Richard Trumpka emphasized
getting back to the things that make a union
and having strong grass roots," Collins said.
· Larry Agan, media coordinator for the
UPJU, said Jackson also emphasized the
Democratic party and the discussed labor
unions.
"Jesse Jackson emphasized the need for
everyone to get out and vote and most
importantly, unity," Agan said. ''Trump~
said no matter what union a person was
from, the ke y was to stick togethe r.
Trumpka also s.aid the union members need

to gain back legislation. Right now a lock
out is considered the same as a strike and
that needs to change."
Agan said unions from all over Illinois
attended the rally.
"There were people there from every
labor union from the United Mine Workers
to the United Steelworkers," Agan said.
Colfms said he couldn't think of a union
in Illinois that wasn't represented at the
rally.
"There was a large crowd from evecy
union that I could think of," Collins said.
'There were carpenters, electricians, people
from the (United Auto Workers) and from
teamsters."
Collins said the rally helped to boost the
morale of the union members.
'The rally gave them something to look
forward to," Collins said. 'They got to &ee

two very energetic speakers and see fellow
union members from all over the state. It
was very beneficial for them."
Agan said the union members had a
good time and they were all glad they went.
''Everyone I talked to said they had a
good time and it was a great show of solidarity," Agan said.
Collins said the keynot.e spealrers were
the highlight of the rally.
''Getting to listen to Jesse and Richard
speak was definitely the highlight of the
day," Collins said. ..'Ibey are two dynamic
speakers and were very interesting to listen
to."

Collins said he, Kevin Grant, the vice
president of the union, and Bill Coleman, a
negotiations representative, met with
Trumpka for an hour after the rally.
"We asked him for help in areas and
what the AIFCIO could do for us," Collins
said. "We are scheduled to meet again
tomorrow evening at the University of
Illinois in Champaigr.i."
Agan also said the union received $800
in donations from people in Springfield.
About 1,200 Trailmobile workers have
been locked out since Jan. 21. Replacement
workers have been working at the plant
since Feb. 19.
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Weidner's excuse
does not resolve
breach of policy
Acting Provost Terry Weidner's willingness to
take blame for the recent breach in university policy

fixes npthing.
Although Weidner said he will take blame for
, Graduate School Dean Tom Gladsky's involvement
in the hiring of his wife, Rita Holmes, policies were
still violated and Holmes is still overseen by her
husband.
Weidner told the FaculQ f)
ty Senate Tuesday it was
his mistake in asking
Gladsky to sign the recommendation of his wife to
the position.
Weidner's statements were senseless and unnecessary.,::--~~~ g~~ j>~$e ~~g to p:>ssibly ease
upset llW!ty members.
F.astem officials were in obvious violation of the
employment and recruitment procedures on the
employment of relatives, which states, "no empfoyee shall initiate or participate in the institutional
decisions involving a direct benefit," which
includes initial employment
Gladsky was directly involved in hiring Holmes
as faculty assistant in the English language center
through his signed "recommendation."
Unless strict actions are taken by the Board of
Trustees, the faculty, staff or student senates to officially criticize or call for a resignation through legislation, the policy violation won't be reprimanded.
The administration is not taking any action other
than defending its stance that nothing was done
wrong, which is without a doubt untrue.
If actions are riot taken, nepotism will be synonymous with Eastem's hiring practices.
Another problem that has not been resolved is
the apparent chain of command conflict
Holmes reports to acting Associate Dean of the
Graduate School Roger Beck who directly reports
toGladsky.
This raises obvious objectivity problems in the
evaluation of Holmes.
The three senate's along with the Bar should
not tolerate this, and demand that Holmes be ·
removed from her husband's jurisdiction.
H absolutely nothing is done to remedy the violation in policy or conflict concerning the chain of
command, similar instances are bound to occur.
Now is the time to fix these problems, not pretend nothing is wrong - because if nothing were
wrong there would be no blame.

Ed •Jt
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' ' today's quote
Any excuse will serve a tyrant.

-Aesop

Hiring one's wife draws ethical question
In November, Graduate Dean
Ford left .the graduate schoct
Tom Gladsky drew up the job cri"~It is question- the university.
teria for a position that appears taiable whether
· With Ford no longer e
lor made to suit his wife's resume.
the new.,
at Eastem and Chen strip
In lhe Nov. 3 Universiry
most of her former duties
Newsletter, the creation of a new
$36,000 per
of Gladsky's "restructuring':
faculty assistant position was
year, 12-month tiatives in the graduate office. •
announced . Two stipulations JOHN FERAK
adm. .
.
tory professor Roger Beck
included a master's in TESL
mistrative named acting associate dean.
(teaching English as a second Ian- Guest columnist
position was
With :Seek part of the
guage) and experience teaching
needed.,,
administrative team, Gladsky
ESL overseas at a university level
had a buffer position created
to qualify for the post.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - case his wife got the job.
In mid~February, the dean's wife was hired at
These stipulations appear stringent for a 12-month administrative post that pays $3,000 monthly. Previous articles in international affairs. She reports to Beck, who in tum
The Daily Eastern News have already mentioned Gladsky to Gladsky. This chain of command is an obvious c
himself drew up the job criteria for the job.
·
interest It puts Beck ill an unfair and awkward situatioo.
Not surprisingly, the dean's wife, Rita, met the job qualifiFor instance, Beck could have a difficult time
cations. She earned a master's in TESL in 1991 and taught impartial if the dean's wife performs inadequately. Can
overseas twice, in Hungry and in Poland.
imagine this exchange between Beck to. Gladsky: " ·
In February, after three finalists interviewed on campus, doing a really lousy job. I think we really ought to re
the dean's wife was offered the position based on the search her with someone else?"
committee's evaluations and the recommendation ofother
If that conversation occurred, Beck would probabl
shuffled back to the history department quicker than he
adminiStrators - including her husband.
At recent Faculty Senate meetings, acting provost Terry say his name in six languages.
Weidner said he, himself was at fault for having Gladsky
On a different but also serious note, the question of i
OK the appointment. This move has prompted discussion ty manipulation by the dean's wife ha8 also been raised
whether Weidner is just trying to cover Gladsky's tracks.
the Faculty Senate.
But besides trivial matters about possible Internal
Before her arrival hete, the dean's wife worked at
Governing Policy and Procedural violations, it is question- ous jobs as Rita Gladsky. This past fall, she taught as
able whether the new, $36,000 per year, 12-month adminis- English instructor at Central Missouri State Universitf
trative position was needed in the first place.
that name.
Prior to the time Gladsky inked off on his wife's hiring,
At Eastern, she is known by her maiden name of
two of his office employees perfonned most of the duties the Holmes.
The current graduate dean's questionable judgment in
dean's wife now does.
Under former graduate dean Lany Williams, who retired "restructuring'! of his pcrsO!lll# s&aff this school Ye¥
last May, Kathy Ford instructed English as a Second caused the graduate school 11nneceJsarye
· ·· •
Language. Also, Brigette Chen advised international stuWhen Williams ran the Graduate School until his
dents, worked in recruitment and coordination of intema- ment, integrity was never an issue.
tional affairs.
It will be interesting to see how, or if, Eastern Presi
When Tom Gladsky announced the creation of the new David Jorns handles the matter. If he continues to dodge
faculty assistant position, Ford did not have the criteria to issue, I doubt Eastern 's Board of Trustees also will decide
apply.
pass the buck.
Fast forward to January.
- John Ferak is a graduate studenJ in political scienc;,.
After only one semester of working under the new dean,

Gays and lesbians
should ~ accepted
within our society
Dear editor:
This is in response to Ryan
Bums' letter of April 4.
Dear Bums,_
I may not agree with someone
who is Catholic or Jewish. I may not
like someone who is a police officer
or a dentist, but I would never support legislation or opinions that discriminate against those people.
These are their choices.
· I may not understand how people
can be gr.ossly overweight. Why
can't they just stop eating? I may
not like short people, or people with
red hair or squeaky voices . I do
understand these are not their choices. They did not chose these characteristics that make them a part ·Qf
who they are.
'
Being gay 'is not a choice. Trying

...s............._......._.,._................111111111-~w~·~!QmnMlllo
8;~ptc_qg,rggd~4,.i,\.,.i

hope that many people with differences try to achieve. They don't
want to be treated differently but
rather with the same respect and
rights as other people.
Some gay people do have big
mouths. They do because they have
to stand up for their rights when
people with shallow, narrow-minded
views try to discriminate against
them. I believe this would be the
reaction many of us would have if
our- rights .were threatened.
Obviously, there are many straight
people with big mouths, too. Pat
Buchanan scares me because he perverts the scriptures and uses them to
persecute a certain type of person he
doesn't understand or accept. This
was not Jesus' intention. Jesus never
preached hatred or diserimination.
Pe~ple are people but we are not
all abke. Look around you. Some
people have different needs than

~

others. Would you not applaud
islation that is designed to "cater
our physically handicapped ci
zens? Sound foolish? So does
State of Utah in jts decision to ·
low gay and lesbian clubs. Gays
being discriminated againal
uncaring citizens like Pat Bu
and yourself by not being allow
have a club. You just don't have
join it, Bums.
I challenge you to grow, Bu
Instead of spewing forth intol
and discrimination, try unders
ing and compassion. It
doesn't take much more effort
the results can be much more
tive.
I choose to try to understand
ers rather than cond,eJDp. It is
my place to judge nor is it yo
Your Jetter made· me ,realize that
have a ways to go to unders
sopie ~pie. I will keep trying,

ab!>_ut~ou?
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Movie channel still oil agenda
RHA to discuss possibility of free cable movies
By DENISE RENFRO

Stat! writer

'

Residence Hall Association
members tonight will continue to
discuss the possibility of providing
another movie channel for Eastern
residence halls.
RHA will meet at 5 p.m. in the
Taylor Hall lobby.
Lisa Fennema, RHA vice president, said she has been working
with Bill Schnakle, director of
housing and dining services, and
TCI Cablevision executives on the
different options for the channel.
"Basically we can do it (the
channel) witli some negotiations
and some leg work;; Fennema said.
"But there is one pro!Jlym;' she
said. '.'Jf we wante(l to use channel
l~ for the whole university then
people outside the university, in the
Charleston area, could get the
channel also.
.
"It's like they would be getting
free HBO," Fennema said.

meeting. The president. vice president. secretary, and national communications coordinator positions
will be available.
RHA members in good standing
will vote on the nominations for
executive offices, said RHA president. T.J. Frey.
"Elections are normally in
December," Frey said. "But we
need to fill positions for next
semester because some people
received Resident Assistant positions."
·
n Frey said some minor changes in
the RHA constitution will be voted
on.
•Greek Court, University Court
and University Apartments, "would
be recognired iD the constitution,"
Frey said.
The three housing units already
participate in RHA and give reports
at the meetings on events in their
building. The constitutional change
will formally include them in
RHA.

'

If everything goes
smoothly, we may see
availability for the movie channel in the fall semester."
- Bill Schnakle,
Director of housing
and dining services
If the channel was broadcasted
building by building, then people
outside the university and outside
the building would not be able to
get it. Fennema said.
She said Schnakle is working on
price negotiations with the general
manager at TCI.
"If everything goes smoothly, we
may see availability for the movie
channel in the fall semester,"
Schnakle said.
In other RHA business:
• Elections for RHA executive
positions will be held at tonight's

Two freshman flutists to perform
By THERESA GAVLIN
ACtivi~s editor.

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer

Taking a stroll
Sue Lutz (left), a sophomore zoology mqjor, and Rob Sumatra, a
1<>ph11111nre

M

undecided major, take Dieb the ferret for a walk

~~'fl t~ffJ[1.Qw{i:·

,
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Two freshmep flutists will be performing
together in a recital Friday afternoon, including a
performance with their professor:
Amanda Curtis, a freshman music major, and
Sarah Brown, a freshman flute performance major,
will be performing at noon Friday in Dvorak
Concert Hall in Doudna Fine Arts Building.
The flutists will both be performing for the
recital, but will not be playing together until the
~as~g-

The last song will also be performed with a flute
trail led by Diane Boyd, a professor of music.
Brown will be performing " Madrigal" by
Gaubert and "Sonata" by Hindemith.
Brown said she is ready for the performance
because she has been practicing since the beginning of the semester.
"I'm nervous but I feel prepared," Brown said.
Brown said she performed with Eastern's
orchestra in March, but this is her first recital at
Eastern.
This event · is sponsored by the Music
Department and there is no cliarge to attend.

'·

Salvi's tax returns cause unanswered finance questions
CHICAGO (AP) - U.S. Senate candidate Al Salvi made more than $1 million
from his law practice last year, according
to newly released tax returns that left
In.answered questions concerning his
tnances.
Campaign aides said Wednesday that a
fresh financial disclosure statement candidates must file next month would resolve

.

lingering questions concerning the
Republican nominee's assets.
"What I am saying is that on May 15
when we put in that PFD, I believe most of
your questions will be answered," campaign manager Jim Thacker said.
Tax returns showed Salvi and his wife,
Kathlfen, made $1,086,986 from their law
firm last year. Adjusted gross income was

$1,097,011, including s.alvi's $36,886
salary as a member of the Illinois House.
The Salvis owed a federal income tax of
$404,231.
Salvi made the returns public in
response to requests from the news media
one day after Democratic rival Dick
Durbin released his returns.
But Salvi's returns left questions hang-

ing.
•Salvi reported in September he had no
assets but indicated otherwise on his tax
return. Press secretary Paul Scheeler
sidestepped questions on why the 35-year·
old attorney's disclosure statement was at
variance with his tax returns but said the
May 15 statement would "correct any previous errors"
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'. Under Jh,e~Jlljf·~ If}~:
"Yment prograth.~ Ytiil ·
uld get out from under
a three-year enlistment
1
Each' ~'you· se,rve :on
~ti~ duty reduces yo'ut
· debtedness by one-third
· -$.i,soo·, whichever
ountis gteater; up to a
,ooo: limit· ·The 6ffer
·111es to Perkins LQ~s,
ord ..Loan~.. and"'cer·:other federally·
1t1n:id_loans, which ·are
· in. default. 'And debt
.ef is . just .one 'of the
y benefitS you'll earn
the Army. Ask ·your
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Our customer ~ervice opportunities

·are aefin•tely.:your·fYpe.·

[fs the chance to apply every one of your customer
service skills on every level. It's the opportunity to build a
-remarkable career by building personalized relationships with
our customers. It's your shot at helping a new company
define a new age in cable television. It's Customer Care at
Ameritech new media. And it's the perfect match for you.
Join us in one of the many outstanding opportunities available at our brand new At Your Service Center located in the
northwest suburb of Itasca.

ell:

ch

Personal Assistants

T we live, learn and intmiu:i
wil.b
tJua
lntlllql~re: produel!l and services.
We're
fer ntarintrd. t c.nted, forward-thi.nld:Ag profes..
sionals to IU!Jp U9 bring the future to our customers. If you
want to be part of advancing an induatry and your career, we
have the following opportunity available in the Columbus and
Chicago metropolitan areas:

While interacting with customers over the phone,
·Y(>u'U be responding .to their requests and concerns regarding
all aspects of their account. Customer needs will be determined ·through a consultative selling approach. Access analy·
sis and research of customer records will be conducted via a
computer, keyboard, and mouse. Positions are available for
spirited, conscientious and organized individuals. Previous
customer service experience is required.
In return for your dedication, we'll offer you a competitive salary and an incredible benefits package.
For consideration call 1-800.888-5032.

Responsible for presenting and selling Ameritech New Media
products to residential consumers via door-to-door cuatomer
contacts. The ideal candidate will be self-motivated with a
desire for a challenging opportunity and the drive to make
things happen. E:ii:cellent communication and presentatiolt'
alr.ill8 are required and prevtoua sales ezperience a deflnite
plua.
We offer an attractive bue ulary plua a progressive com.m.taslon structure, and an ezceptlonal benefits package, If you
have what It takes and want to be considered for these Immediate opportaalt•. pleue call 1(800)774-4473.

CONSUMER SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Recruiter. ·

~eritec;!!
new media

...

"" ..... OppaltullllJ -~·

~erite<:!!
aewmedl•
.... _
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Students.hesitant to tie the knot too soon
By MISSA BECK
Smtf writer

·According to a recent Census Bureau
report, the amount of ~ingle people has
increased from 21.5 million to 44.2 million
between 1970 and 1994.
Possible reasons for the dramatic increase
is because of societal, contraceptive, and economic changes.
Bud Sanders, director of Eastern's counseling center, said the trend of singles marrying
later in life is. partly because of financial reasons. He said he believes that is the case with
students at Eastern.
"Students do _not want to finish school With
debts and jump into maniage;' Sanders said.
''That and people deterrriining more what will
truly make them happy, plus, career pressures
make students hassled at the same time and
not think about marriage."

£adk6~

Afigld

Bacardi Specials
Bacardi Spiced Rum $ J 7

5

Bacardi Limon Mixer $ J 7 5

Drafts 1.25 ( 16 oz.)
Miller Lite and Bud Light

Karaoke 8:30-?
and check out the new
dance floor

Lunch SpeciaJs
Grilled Cheese $1.50
Reuben with Fries $3.95
Dinner Special

Smothered Chicken

$6.95

345-7849
All ages welcome before
nine. After 9- 21 to enter

Thursday:
1 00

2 Pints
'1 ~.s Bottles
Samuel Adams

Labatt Blue

$1 «f! drafts
everyday- Leinie, Low
Dark,MGD
;;og Van Buren

345-2380

When your
money's
running out,
and the rent
is coming due ...
Sell your stuff
in The News'

Classifieds!

rfHEYWILL.
WORK FOR

YOU!!

' ' Students do not want to finish school with debts and jump into marriage, that
and people determining more what will truly make them happy, plus, career
pressures make students hassled at the same time and not think about marriage."

-Bud Sanders, director of Eastern's counseling center
The Census Bureau also found that -marwomen in the work force increased from
15 to 59 percent between 1940 and 1990.
"More women want to have a life, even if
it's for a short while. (women want) to be a
Mrs. Somebody;• Sanders said.
At Eastern, 16 couples reside in Uruversity
Apartments, according to Eastern's Housing
Office.
Angela Johnson, a sophomore accounting
major, said she knew her husband DeMarcus

~

Johnson for five years before they got mar-·
ried a _year ago. Angela is 22 years old and
currently works and studies full-time while
living in University Apartments.
'We felt we were ready (for marriage) and
we are still working towards our goals,''
Angela said. 'We haven't been set-backs for
each other and just because we're married
doesn't mean we still can't kick it."
Some on campus are waiting to tie the knot
until after graduation.

"We're waiting a year after gradu
until we marry:'" said Angi Whitlbw, so
more elementary education major.
Whitlow, 19, said she has no doubts
her future husband
''I dated quirt a bit in high school, (
from a variety of backgrounds, and one
just found this guy and thought 'oh my
I have to spend the rest of my life with
man,"' Wttlow Said.
Others, such as Gus Yiakos, a ~·Y
graduate student in sports administra
think that a career comes before marriagt!j
said many women think the same way
him.
''Nowadays woman are making the
better th~ j~st.be~g at ho~e for:~
Yiakos said. 'Picking a man is an easter:
. cess since society lets them be ch
Pamela Hadwiger, assistant directot
admissions, said she married her first love.

u lose
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+ by Kerry Ligue +

Photo courtesy of Todd Evans
Todd Evans on a tandem skydive at the An:hway Skydiving Center; located at the Vandalia in
Vandalia.

Your heart races. Your adrenaline pumps.
Your body shakes. Your hands sweat. A
monumental gust of wind blows over your
face as your nervous legs crawl toward the
open door. You get to the edge of the doorway, wanting to tum back, but it's too late.
You're already there and it's time to fall.
Skydiving may not be for everyone, but for
some people at Eastern, it was an experience they will never forget or regret.
Brian Mulhall, junior zoology major,
took the ultimate challenge along with Todd
Evans, junior psychology major, and
Andrew McDonough, senior environmental
b~ olog y majot:, at the Archway Skydiving
Centre at the Vandalia Airport in Vandalia,
Ill.
'.'You sign your life away before you
can get on the plane," said Mulhall. "And
even (Archway's} attorney told us it's the
most 4an,gerous thing you could possibly do."
Despite all the warnings and unusual
contracts they had to sign, Mulhall,
Evans and McDonough were still overcome with the urge to experience what
it's like to fly like birds, sit on clouds
and see the earth through the star's
eyes.
Before they got a chance to j ump,
they had to watch a video tape of how a
successful jump takes place. They
learned how to move while in the air,
how to and when to pull the parachute
cord, and what to expect if things don't
go as planned.
Once they learned the basics, signed on
the dotted line and listened to all the
instructions, it was time to gear up.
"The outfits .they gave us were like mechanics
suits with hell-bottotps," said Mc~onough.
Photo courtesy of Todd Evans
These first-time flyers weren't pleas~d- with
~McDonough gives tM "thwnbs up" sign after
their suits at all. Evans said they were "too
aperiencing tM uhileration oJ.a tandem dive.
tjgh.t and the h~lmets made yo~ look like an

idiot."
Whether the clothes were comfortable or
not, it was the moment of truth.
The plane ride lasted about ten minutes,
until the plane reached 11,000 feet. At that
point, the door opened and all eyes and minds
focused on what was ahead ... or below.
The divers were not alone in the actual
jump . An instructor was attached to their
backs in what is called a "tandem" jump, to
ensure safety.
McDonough was the first io abort the
plane. "My first reaction when I approached
the door was, 'Oh. my God ', and my knees
felt like they were going to collapse."
The divers were allowed fifty seconds of
free-falling, in which they· were allowed to
move through the 'sky of their own accord.
The maneuvered flips and turns high above
the earth during this fifty seconds.
But the time flies, and soon their piggybac
partners told them it wa,s almost time to pull
the cord. Once the cord was pulled, the divers
quickly drifted to the land they were so
delighted to see, feel and walk upon.
Once on the ground, they were too energized and enthusiastic to sit and listen to one
another's stories. However, Mulhall summed
up his experience in. one sentence: "It was the
most incredible thing in the whole world."
Not only students at Eastern enjoy the thrill
of fly ing through the air. Dick Tipsword, an
Eastern employee, is a professional skydiver
and has jumped over 98 times. He also dives
at Archway, and truly loves the feeling of
falling. He rarely passes up the opportunity to
dive.
He doesn't feel skydiving is for everyone,
but for him it's a wondrous experience he
keeps.going back to.
"Ifs al>Qut living," he said. "It's all about
life:. It's about experiencing the most you
can."
Mulhall, Evans and McDonough agree.
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Coffee groups discussed at ISU Questions surrounding
NORMAL (AP) - N~, says Kimberly Bean, she hers didn't approve of the way he treated clients.
"When they saw him coming, they'd get up and
didn't study coffee groups because of the connection between her name ~d the popular drink.
pretend they had to be somewhere else," she said.
However, she has no plans to extend her research to
But yes, she is getting sick of the wisecracks.
"Yeah, yeah - coffe~ bean," she replies with a examine the psychological devastation of ·being
forced smile.
'
rejected by a group of piano tuners.
But if you can get be~ond that point, the Illinois
Food was a popular topic of research. S'tudents
State University student is more than happy to tell Jenny Costanza, Audra Franklin and Amy
you about her research, which she calls Bonebreak examined the acceptance of spaghetti
"''Exclusivity and Information Exchange Within sauces with various sodium levels.
I
"We had to examine a food-related disease, so
Coffee Groups."
Bean was among sq ISU students who recently we picked hyperten~ion and selected spaghetti
discussed their work at the annual undergraduate sauce, because it was a recipe we could alter,"
research symposium, which included multimedia explained Costanza. Although low-sodium foods
displays, posters and tjral presentations on every- are generally bland because they contain little salt,
thing r?nging from "Death Cultures of the New Costanza said, their study indicated ·the flavor could
Zealand Maori and the Australian Aborigines" to be greatly enhanced by the use of fresh spices that
"The Use of the Micrpnuclei Test to Determine contain little or no sodium.
Whether Commercial Chewing Tobacco Products
But not all the research produced such palatable
Increase the Mutation iRate of Exfoliated Buccal findings.
Cells in the Oral Cavity!"
Mary Combes, a senior anthropology major,
Bean said coffee grbups originated in England studied the stressful conditions under which young
hundreds of years ago When much of the population girls studied at a small Midwestern ballet company.
was illiterate, and hanlging out with friends over Combes discovered the girls suffered anxiety, eatcoffee was a primary method of getting news and ing disorders, ulcers and other physical and psychoinformation. As time went on, the clubs became logical ailments, primarily due to parental pressure.
more specialized and :restricted membership. lir · · "This was not a professional company or anyfact, this is how Lloyli's of London, the famous thing," said Combes, who would not name the
insurer, got its start, according to Bean.
company. "But parents were selling houses and real
In Illinois, some specialized coffee clubs can still estate just to keep daughters in the dance program.
Some parents were considering having ribs
be somewhat exclusive. For example, there's a club
made up of musicians and piano .tuners. According removed from their daughters because their figure
to Bean, a certain piano tuner wanted to join the didn't fit the ideal form of the ballerina."
club, but was turned away because the other mem-

harassment charges
NORMAL (AP) - It was a
factory where men insulted and
groped women, and managers
condoned the harassment. Or it
was a workplace where most
people got along, and managers
disciplined those who got out
of line.
Two sharply contrasting pictures of the Mitsubishi auto
plant here have emerged in the
week since a federal lawsuit
claimed "shocking" sexual
harassment of more than 300
women.
Lawsuits and some former
employees describe relentless
harassment: obscene pictures,
insults such as "whore" and
worse, demands for sex, retaliation against whistle-blowers.
But many current employees,
men and women alike, describe
a plant where people generally
cooperate and harassment is
not tolerated. Chauvinism
exists, some admit, but no more
than anywhere else.
Some wqrkers ..... e~oqr,age<\
by the company- - have~~-

lated petitions, called govem1
ment officials, raised mone)I!
and organized a march on fed-t
eral offices to dispute the
claims.
"The charges and the alleg!J1
tions are outrageous. I"ve
worked here almost eight years,
and I haven't seen the thing~
they say are happening," said
Marcia Moncelle, a leader in
the petition and fund-raisin
drive.
Mitsubishi Motor Man•
ufacturing of America Inc. pro.
vides 4,000 of the best-payin
blue collar jobs in the area.
Workers build cars in a factof!
that has helped build the local
economy in this central Illinoill
city.
But according to the Equa1
Employment Opportunity
Commission's lawsuit, management turned a blind eye to
"gross and shocking sexual discrimi nation." Twenty-nine
womcen also have joined toge~
er to· sue the i:tQlJlP-&nY l>Q., th~
O'<Jll oi22:n~no:> bn.s no!ntlJ
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Cash Station now
available at
Eastside and
Westside Locations

Walker's Annual
"Grocers Fight
Cancer Day''
Saturday, April 20 1996

Walker's will contribute 5% of their total sales to the American Cancer Society,. . on this special day.
The more you buy, the more we contribute.
·
We will have "Celebrity Baggers" to bag and cany out your gi:o<;ei;ie~.
This is·the only day we allow "Tips For Baggers" · · . ·- · ·
with all tips going to the American Cancer Society.
With your help we can donate $10,000 (our goal) to this great cause.

SPECIAL CELEBRITY BAGGERS & WILB WALKER'S
WESTSIDE WALKER'S

10 -11
11 -12
12 -1
1•2

2-3
3 •4

PRINCIPALS: Jim Louthan-Jefferson, Tom Everett - CJHS
LINDA NUGENT & ASSOCIATES REALTORS: Linda Nugent,
Doug Stanberry, Toni Trumper, Donica Rathuer
SHRINERS: Steve Ch~ldress, Dan Stretch, Ivan Weaver, Ray
Catron, Bob Angell, Joe Ethridge
EIU COACHES: Bob Spoo, Rick Samuels
REMAX REALTORS: Dianne Kinnard, Barb Joley, Jan Eads,
Carol Galey
COLES COUNTY OFFICIALS: Bill Grimes, Betty Coffrin, Jim
Kimball
VFW
ELI SIDWELL REALTORS

4-5

FIRST MID-ILLINOIS BANK & TRUST: Mark Bluhm, Pat &
Larry Chesser, Diana Veach, Mary White, Barb & Gary ·
Marquis, Linda wartel

8-9

JUDY'S HALLMARK SHOP: Judy Erdmann, Teri Hoppensteadt
KIWANIS
SHRINER'S: Darrell Eaton, Ivan G. Holsapple
EIU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL COACH: Cllne
KIWANIS
COLES COUNTY CIRCUIT CLERK: Steve Ferguson
VFW
ELI SIDWELL REALTORS: Raymond & Lora Davis
FIRST MID-ILLINOIS BANK & TRUST: Laurie & Mike Gann

EASTSIDE WALKER'S
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

Pick your favorite group of baggers and have them bag your groceries!
Join in the fun as we celebrate

"GROCERS FIGHT CANCER DAY"

REGISTER
FOR
PRIZES!

DELI, FOR SUB SANDWICHES AND PARTY FAVORITES
.CHECK OUR-OUR
----------------------------------

-

-

-

~

---

FREE 2 LITER OF COKE PRODUCTS WITH DELI TRAY PURCHASE
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Republicans join in fight for wage increase
(AP)
oderate House Republicans
ke ranks and joined Democrats
Hing for an election-year
ase in the minimum wage, a
vote Sen. B.ob Dole and other
GOP leaders have tried to prevent.
House Majority Leader Dick
anney said through an aide that
he had no plans to schedule the
bill for the floor. But with
lcmocrats also clamoring for a
vote on a daily basis, other lawlliakers and aides in the GOP
iadership said the issue was vir1Dally certain to reach the floor of
the House, and conceded it may
bave enough support to pass.
"All of us believe that people
who work a 40-hour work week
aught to earn a wage they can live
on," said Rep. Jack Quinn, RN.Y., as he and 13 fellow
publicans unveiled their bill
Wednesday.
The proposal would provide for
two separate increases of 50 cents
an hour, one to take effect 90 days
•fter the bill is signed by
President Clinton, and 'the second
gtfi•ye&' «ftetlthat.
Clinton and congressionltfo
mocrats support a 90-cent-an-

hour increase over two years in
the current federal minimum of
$4.25 an hour.
Public opinion polls, including
some taken for Republicans, show
widespread support for raising the
minimum wage. Organized labor
favors the proposal, and
Democrats have made it a central
tenet of their attempt to appeal to
workers whose standard of living
hasn'.t kept up in recent years.
In the current, politicallycharged atmosphere in Congress,
Republicans have thwarted all
attempts by Democrats to force a
vote in the House . Rep. Bob
Dole, the GOP presidential nominee-in-waiting, has maneuvered
mightily in the Senate to avoid a
vote. On Tuesday, he pulled a
major immigration bill off the
Senate floor when Democrats
sought to use it for votes on the
minimum wage and Social
Security.
''The Republican leadership is
stiffing the majority of the
American people by refusing to
raise the minimum wage ... (they)
won't even allow a vote," Vice
President·Al Gore charged.
sut ·even as Quirin and other
Republicans were holding their

Sen. Simon fighting for labor laws
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two of Illinois' most
staunchly pro-labor lawmakers, Rep. Lane Evans of
Rock Island and Sen. Paul Simon, face long odds in
the GOP-led Congress in trying to penalize government contractors who violate labor laws.
The two Democrats ,are the chief sponsors of
measures giving the labor secretary the discretion to
bar companies that sbqw a "clear pattern and practice" of labor law violations from getting federal
contracts or extensions of current contracts for up to
three years.
Congressional investigators, acting on Simon's
request, reported last fall the government awarded
$23 billion in contracts in the 1993 budget year to
businesses that had violated the law.
The violations included interference with workers' right to oi:ganize, refusal to bargain collectively
with employee representatives and hiring discriminews conference, Speaker Newt
Gingrich and the GOP leadership
were backpedaling on the subject.
House sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the leadership had begun discussions on
trying to salvage some political
advantage.
One idea, still in the discussion
stage, would attach a provision to

nation.
Although payments can be withheld from contractors who have failed to comply with National
Labor Relations Board orders, the board said it is
often hampered by its inability to identify violators
receiving federal contracts.
''Mine is a law and order" pl'Op(>sal, Simon said
"I think it makes sense." The Senate Labor and
Human Resources rejected Simon's proposal by a 97 party-line vote Wednesday when it was offered as
an amendment to a labor law bill.
The chairman, Sen. Nancy Landon Kassebaum of
Kansas, called it a ''pretty drastic amendment" and
questioned what exactly was a "clear pattern and
practice." Sen. John Ashcroft, R~Mo., said it was not
fair that a business with federal contracts could face
stiffer penalties than a company without government

work.

stiffen enforcement of a 1988 workers. That bill passed with
Supreme Court ruling that bars only 37 votes in opposition. Dole
labor unions from using compul- also supported tlie last minimum
sory fees assessed to non-union wage bill to pass Congress.
Asked whether the issue would
workers for political purposes.
Gingrich also noted during the . come to a vote this year, Gingrich
day that he had supported a 1989 said, "I don't know." Dole also
measure that raised the minimum sidestepped the question saying,
wage and included a sub-mini- "I don't know of any" when asked
mum training wage for younger if a possible compromise was in

Israel, Lebanon reject U.S. peace plan, continue attacks
been trying separately to broker an armistice.
Neither proposal has been officially disclosed.
Lebanon's ptjme minister, Rafik Hariri, and
foreign minister, Faris Bweiz, criticized the
U.S. plan because it doesn't demand an immediate. Israeli withdrawal from the enclave it
controls in southern Lebanon.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Even as Israel
raked Lebanon with new air attacks, the
Lebanese government demanded changes
Vkdnesday in a U.S. plan to stop the fighting.
Beirut said the proposal would perpetuate
Israel's control of its southern region and vi~
late the basic tenets of a Mideast peace settle.r·I

the

and the guenillas sent rockets crashing down
on northern Israel. 1\vo people were killed and
17 were wounded in Lebanon, police reported
Some 400,000 Lebanese have streamed out
of southern communities to escape the ·fight-

zone.

Bweiz also said it contradicts the land-for~~eiz, in C~ an C.\llllency ~ofalllelMCC ~

_,,~

t.
,
rael . .QIJI~
'l
.
p
.
southern Lebanon for
seventh straight day,

from the 440-square-mile buffer zone Israel
carved out of southern Lebanon in 1985 to
block cross-border attacks.
Hezbollah has been fighting for more than
a decade to drive Israeli ttoops from the border

ing, and they are squeezed into relatives' houses, cars, and crowded school classrooms. At
least 17,000 people have been evacuated from
nOrthem Israel.
The United States, Israel's main ally, and
France, Lebanon's former colonial ruler, have

~~bf')\'tal) league foteign J\llilaters, ··'S.:i·~ A..~. "" ~. YY
.i
said he had demanded basic changes in the
Fighting raged Wednesday, with fighterproposals and was waiting to hear from bombers, helicopter gunships and artillery
Washington.
based in the Israeli-held enclave attacking
The U.S. plan, he said, would undermine a guerrilla rocket launchers arxl bide-outs near
1978 U.N. Security Council resolution that the port city of 'fyre and the market town of
demands an unconditional Israeli withdrawal Nabatiyeh.

HOW TO EAT A LABAMIA BURRITO:
1. Go to the bars and party.

Run to i:L~~a.
Order a B
ti
"*
(a Super if-Yoif ~ really hungry!)
Rip lt open.
Shove the whole thing in your
mouth.
6. Belch really loud!!
? . Go to sleep dreaming about
the Burrito Man!
2[
3
'
4.
5.

/_.t;t~
'~~ $\"~
..

Open 11 am - After
the Bars Close!

1415 Fourth St.
348-0911

$5-$"12 OFF
~L

LL.Vl"S

JLAN!:i

24.99-47.99
~·19>-U.•ORANCm . . .

FOAHIM
550. 505. 5'0. 556. 501 • 512 • 517
562 • !IS • 756 • And Mortf

Slztt 27-,!. R•I· S30-S57.

FOR HER

512. 550 ..... $01 • 505 • 5IO
112 • 950 •And Mortf
Junlot I Ml1111. Rtg. S4f·HO.

Hurry tor belt MltetlOnl
Corner of 4th and Lincoln

ALL YOU CAN BAT!
•PIZZA
•SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI
•GARLIC BREAD

$.::3!!!!!5 .. ~~Pius Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00

345-2844

LONELDAYS
VI'S

EMPORIUM
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For Rent

Services Offered

Help Wanted

Adoption

For Rent

For Rent

ATTENTION GREEKS-Save on
your chariot (oow called car)
insurance with your Greek Insurance agents, Matt Sims, Andy
McDavitt or Bill Hall at Hall
Insurance, 1010 Lincoln, 3457023

PART TIME LANDSCAPE HELPmust have own transportation.
Flexible hours. Responsible people call 345-2683.
4118

ADOPTION: Couple offers your
baby a future filled with love and
happiness. Call Debbie Collect
(618) 692-6300. (Barb/Bob).

UNIQUE HOMES PROPERTIES,
345-5022: Atrium Sunrise
Apartments. Call us for personal
appointment. Come see luxury
.living, Indoor pool, hot tub, exercise equipment, laundry facilities.
3 bedroom apartments with vanities in each bedroom & free parking. Also available: 1 bedroom
with den at 1617 9th St.

SUPER SPACIAL, NEWLY FURNISHED. Close to campus. 2 bedroom apt. $250 each for 2; $200
eaoh for 3. Includes water,
garbage, 1 O month lease. 3480288

TIME SUMMER. Drumtight
Painting. $6.50-10.00/hour.
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800622-7871

-----~--~4/.19

SAVE

ON MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE TODAY. Call Bill
Hall or Dan Castle at 345-7023 or
stop by at Hall Insurance, 101 O
East Lincoln

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.516

SUMMER JOBS. CLERICAL
AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE. CONTACT
ADIA co. CHAMPAIGN. 217-3552342
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4119

Help Wanted

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $1250 or more
plus R&B. Camp LWC/GWCC,
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-

NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPosltfons are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
Bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57385
,_..,..,=--,..,,.,,-,.==:--_,...,..,___..=-~5/4
PIZZA MAKER WANTED part
time. Apply in person after 4pm,
Paglfais Pizza 1600 Lincoln ,
Charleston.

446-2444.

--~------4124

USED CD's The area's largest
selection of used CD's, cassettes,
concert T-Shirts, and video
games. We buy, sell, and trade.
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668

511

Wanted

4123

Sublessors
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for next fall/spring. $200 a month,
own room. Call Erica 581-8141
4119

.N~A-;T_l_O_N_A_L_C_O_M_R_'A_N_Y_N~E·ED

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High

Income potential. No experience

WANTED: ROOMMATE, male
upperclassman. Quiet, nonsmoker. Call 581-2670

1'9Qulred. For info call 202-393-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4123

516

C..,..RU~1--s-=E--:S,..,.H""1p=-s=-=-N:-=O-:-:W..,...,....,H-,IR-01N·G-

LOOKING FOR EXTRA GRADUATION TICKETS for 1:00. Please
call 345-9724-ask for Nick.

Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C57385

Adoption
IF YOU DECIDE ADOPTION is
best for you and your baby,
please consider us. Loving,
devoted, secure couple with
beautiful 5-year-old adopted
daughter eagerly seek infant to
join their family. Continuing contact, If you desire. Please contact
Alta 4n4 Jon through o~
AdOptfon Advocate, 1-800-852~
4294, code #424681.

~--------4125

HELP WANTED: NEED BUSINESS MAJOR TO FILL STUDENT BUSINESS MANAGER
POSITION. Apply at Student
Publications, Gallery of the
UnionI
...,.,=i::
'
~
• 516
NViEl<e:No AucTION HtLP.
Cash paid daily. 348-0288
_.,........_ _ _ _ _ _ _..,18

~--------4124

The Daily Eastern News

ED for FalVSpring. Flat $200/mo.
Fantastic location. 3 bedrooms,
kitchen, 2 baths. Call 348-6218
4119

-~-=,.......,,..,,---,----,~--515

~-~------_.515

AVAILABLE AUGUST 2 bedroom
furnished apartment. Twelve
month lease 348-7746.
-~~----~~~5/6
ONE BEDROOM, NICE, LARGE,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 12
month lease, 4 1/2 blocks from
campus (avail. June 2, other July
16) Call 345-6127.

3-5 GIRLS, cozy 3 bedroom furnished house for '96-'97 school
year, appliances, near Old Main.

348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.516
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-

--=------,....,.-----~5/10

1 BEDROOM apartments still
available. Cati Oldetowne
Management 345-6533.

--=----~---=--518
2 BR APT, carpet, AIC, OFF

Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ Student

-==-=-=--=---===-=-=....,..._...,....516
VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apt.

0

Yes 0 No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

street parking, 2 blks from campus. 345-9636 after 5:00 pm.
-----------'4119
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students
only. Summer only, $110 per
month, 3-month contract. Most
utflftles Included. Kitchen privileges. One block from campus.
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 p.m.

3-4 people furnished. Garbage
disposal, dishwasher, central air,
and decks 1O mo. lease Call 3452363
___________.,...,516
McARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
lease
345-2231
__________
_.518
1 BEDROOM APTS. FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CENTRAL AIR, AND DECKS.
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 3452363

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

3 OR 4 BEDROOM , VERY
.LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FURNISH ED,
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CENTRAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO,
LEASE.
CALL 345-2363
___________
_...516.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation at 3:30 •
4:30 p.m. today in the Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass at noon today in the Chapel.
COUNCIL OF STUDENT DEANS meeting at 4 p.m. tOday In
Heritage room. All are welcome.
MINORITY AFFAIRS "SINGLE Parent Support Group" at 1-3 p.m. Sat
April 20 in the African American Cultural Center. Volunteer baby sllt8ll
needed, please come out. Topic fs stress. Dr Ray is guest speaker.

5/6
3 BDRM, 2 BATH HOUSE, 4-6
people, appliances, W/O, part.

tum., 10 month lease. 348-5418
4122
4 BEDROOM HOUSE for 10
month lease: Nice full basement:
good location Call 348-3583.
4118
1 BEDROOM APT, 2 people;
House, 4 people. Deposit &
Lease. No pets 345-4602
..,19
SUMMER ONLY. House 1210
3rd st. Close to campus 2-3 peo' pie 348-~. '

RENTAL ' HOUSE UP TO -S.
Available 8115196. Call 348-0191

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY tr
any non-profit, campus oraanjzstional event. All Clips should be submitted lo
The Dally Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be •
mltted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline b'
0 f.r!a!t,y, !4f'<lllY or .~ Yjld!)!, ertts.) Clips suJlmitted AFTE8 DEADUNI
wn.t: N -~Ji1.1fi'~!}.Q. ·~9
wtll be taken by phone. Any .ff!IB!hf
'fll8gi6ilf o cdrifBihs oo~lllbt!Hg1 rmation WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may
edited for available space.

---------~~·
113popes

Address: _ _~------------

p.m.
BGC public relation meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the Heritage
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority presents "GREEK ATTACK" at 5 p.m.
in the South Quad. Come see the sororities and fraternities I
each other. The audience will be judges and a surprise for the win
THE SEVENTH GENERATION & A.l.M. PON WOW meeting at 6
tonight in the Shelbyville room. Anyone interested in volunteer!
POW WOW on April 27 is invited to attend.
MTEA MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight in the Kansas room. We will be
cussing Alternative teaching styles. Please be prompt.
SOMA MEETING at 7:30 p.m. in 318 Coleman Hall. All are we
Bring coffee cups.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir rehearsal at 6 p.m. tonig
FAA 013. Attendance Is mandatory, elections will be held. Contact
Banks if you cannot attend for any reason at 7055. No rehearsal
BETA PHI Pl fraternity informal informational at 8 p.m. tonight in
Greenup room.
OMEGA PSI PHI fraternity are looking for women to participate in
annual "Sexy Lady Contest" May 2, in the Rathskeller • For more i
mation contact Demetrius at 2397.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO sorority "Gold & Blue Paradise" union party
10 p.m. Friday April 19 fn the University Ballroom.
ACEI MEETING at 7 p.m. tonight in the Coleman Auditorium.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS Students meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight
the Library Lecture Hall. Come meet your new officers.
EIU DANCERS meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight In the Dance Stu
Picnic, food, and rehearsal.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will have Scott Kelton s
at 7 p.m. tonight ih the Char1~onlt.4an~l'Jl<.,•~w _R=l'l~ r •
INTERFRATERNltv COIJ'NtlL ri1eett(!g ~s'~l::@netr tlllU"I <3
Week.
. .
.- , ' ,v1111 . '

SUMMER STORAGE starting at
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up.
Phone 348-n46 from 9-5.

For Rent
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AHA MEETING at 5 p.m. tonight in Taylor Hall. Early dinner at

7/31. $300/month. Phone 348n46 from 9-5.

2_FE_MA_LE-=Roo-.,...,M,,.-M,....,/li.=J=Es~NEED-

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

cam

516

_S_U_M_M_E_R_A__
P_A=R=T-M__
E_N,.,.T--S~6/1-

6000
FEMALE VOCALIST FOR
ALTERNATIVE BAND. CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION 3459100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4'22

516

7723.

.

G-R-EA_T_,.,.E_M..,,..P.,.-LO.,....Y~M-E,_..N-T-.-Fl:JLL

A 4 BEDROOM APT. Avail
August
1st-May
3
Water/garbage, furnished for
people. NOT CLOSE TO C
PUS. No pets. $125.00 ea
345-4994 anytime.

so

Ad to read:

61

abbr.
Under'Cfassification Of: -- -- - -Expiration code (office use only) -

•Cambodia's
- - Nol
7 Jason's craft
•Unwelcome
hotel guest
•Ukesome
verbs: Abbr.
100rally
·
11 Arab leader
12 Stick-y pasition?
13 Pallid
18Hangout
11 One of a Kind?

-------

- --

-

-

-----

Person accepting d _"'"-_ _ __._Com.poMor _ _ __ _
no. words/days _

Payment:

Mlclum due:$ _ _ _~-

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check nUfflf>er_ _...._____
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

24Hgt.
zs Ventura
County's Valley
27Uke--not
n Departments

Puule by C•thyMlllhauaer

29 Intensify
30 Curtain fabric
31 "G8t it?" motion
32 Architect
Saarinen Sr.
33 Kennel cry
341 Judge Lance
38Spat1ally
adjusted
31 Impart
40 Kind of dancer
4t Monk's attire
. . Problematic tor
presbyopes

47 Wrinkle-free
48 Door fastener
41 Make secret
52 Singer James
53 Captain of
literature
14 Adventurer-hero
--Williams
H Soprano Te ·
Kanawa

51 Iranian coin
59 No voter
eo Home-sett.
liaisons
12 Milk, in a way
63 Nietzsche's
never
14 Cousin of the
eland

THURSDAY
P.M. WTW0-2

6:00 News
6:30 NBC News
7:00 Wheel Of Fortune
7:30 Inside Edition
8:00 Friends
8:30
9:00 Seilleld
9:30 Clrolne...Cily
10:00 ER
10:30

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Wings
Stanley Cup Playoff Wings

TV Hall of Fame

Funniest Home...
Before/Stars

Boston Common

Who Makes You
Political Talk

48Hours

Turning Point

News

News
~

--·-· ...

Movie: Mr. Mom

~

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

UF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU·9, 51

Family Matters
Four the Record

Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
8i11Nye

BullsE~

Ill Gardener
This Old House
Talking Point

Unsolved Mysteries Living Single
Martin
Movie:
New'!blt<
Undercover

Hyenas

Little House on
The Prairie
Bonanza

NBAB H:

Pistons at Bulls
Laugh?
~

Sii Slalcilgl

N~

David Le118!118'1

USA-26

Mystery!

News
Simon & Simon

..•Being SeMld'I

Movie

Unlolv. Myst

Movie Magic
Know Zones

Star Trek: The N8llt
Generation

Disaster Proof?

Finll Justice
Cope

NmSllp
Beyond2000

News
Inside
Sl.mmanll's..•

Movie

TBS-18

at Braves

Thursday.April 1.8,. 1~
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For Rent

The News failed to run this Doonesbury for Wednesday.

COME CHECK OUT EAST·
ERN'S TWO MOST POPULAR
BANDS, CHRONIC ITCH and
SPREAD, Friday, April 19th at
TED's, starting at 9 p.m . Also,
don't miss CHRONIC ITCH performing outside in the Tundra for
Eastem's Unity Day on Thursday,
April 18th, at 3 p.m.
4119
T_O
_ O_B_U_S_V_l?_·_
L-et_DO_N_NA'S
' do

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

your LAUNDRY. We sort, and fold
your 15 pound bag for only $4.00.
Or self serve at University Village.
NEWLY
REMODELED
345-3454
___
_ _ _ _.._
_4119
TYPING-WILL TYPE ANYTHING
on short notice; flexible rates. Call
Bri any hour 345-6544
.....,,..,...,..,,,...,..,.~--,-,----.,-4119
DON'T MISS "JUST SPENCESYARD SALE!!! 1148 6th ST. THIS
THURS. 1·6. RAIN DATE NEXT
THURS. 4125
'4118
;r==A"""u""
...-=,.~u:-::
_G'""'G~E""'R"'s'.'""""::T~UG-=-=TvFFI

~OP~~ Gil;lsl
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

"

.., A/18
~iiliJJike to

Wi~,~V~f¥On!t . QOOc:l· ~~:II.wing
Greek. W'eak. '961 Tbe Zeus is

.For Sale

~se!

IVDMEN'S ROSS TENSPEED
0 .8. 0. Must sell 5818116.
L
4122
PONTIAC SUNBIRD "GT 4cyl;
iuto, ale, sunroof, good shape.
$1,800, OBO. 345-5692 ask for
J(JTn ,
twsr1 Uiw. ,~~~:·

4118
DELTA SIGMA PHI WOULD LIKE
TO WISH EVERYONE THE
BEST OF LUCK DURING
GREEK WEEK 1996.
4118
DELTS-l'M SO IMPRESSED! You "

tso.oo

Ii&

"-~:fv

•

,:, -9'!1Y.~;~~·Rf~f .!l~ Gr~ . $ing.
!;i;ingr:atu1.,tic;>Jl$..OJ'\ second place.

~ ..ll=§,F,l., ~~iiidi6~~ P,'ri~;r.r~~rx" yea1 'We·u

praclice

-COOdi'lion~L.ow rriil:mQe cafF34~- - seven~or eight times and get first!
7123

Renny-you're· the best! Love,
Rachel
--------..-:4118
GO SIG KAP PYRAMIDS,
OBSTACLES, AIRBAND, AND
TUGS!
----~----4118
DELTS-GOOD LUCK WITH AIRBAND TONIGHT! I'll be there
cheering you on. You guys are
the ...shut your mouthl Love, Rach
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

4123

lO-FT--F-O_R_S_A_L_E_:_W_lfl_f_it any
...

dorm room. Price negotiable. Call
848-1322, ask for Kare.n or
Melissa.
_ _ _ _ _ __;__ _4119

Lost & Found
fOUND-Key· In Coleman Hall
Identify in
Speech
Communication Office
L::::
4119
p(JUND: LADIES DIAMOND &
1

I t9.

MISTER BOFFO
',._

",'._-40
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~
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by Joe Martin
••• A#./{) ~ 'l'CV~LF
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5e:EVS.

ALPHA GAMS-CONGRATUU...
TIONS ON SECOND PLACE IN
GREEK SING! You never sounded so sweet and you made me

.~;~A~~~rlq~:.!
n~~l~~ 0 1!K~ll1f!· q~qd l{]C~ .tb.tii ~~~of
~II!~;~ .,, ~ ., • .,.,,,, , ,,,,~ . tll'reell Yfee'kr'AlPfia ·~am'1'.01Ve,

Rachel
4/f8
HEY HEATHER B.-Whafs 1'it
flashy thing on your left hand?
Best wished form the Stu Pub
office gang!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

[OST AT STUDENT SERVICES
8UILDING PARKING LOT Tue.
4116: Large ~lack folder w/neon
reen key ch~n. Call 234-4399

---------4122
Announcements

CONGRATULATIONS TO RYAN
ARCHEY of Sigma Phi Epsilon
on your engagement to Heather
Blais. Your Sig Ep, Brothers are
proud.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4118

JTENTION SENIORS: YOU
CAN STILL ORDER PERSONALGRADUATION
IZED
NNOUNCEMENTS
AT
fOKENS. 25 FOR 39.95.
ORDER TODAY

lour dreams! Growing t81ecom~calions co. otters part-time
or full-time career with huge
11oney making potential. Call
law! 345-2629, ext 444.
4/19
E_N_T-IO_N_A-LL_S_T_U_D-ENTS!

lft
__

Over $6 Billion in public and pri. tale sector grants & scholarships
Is now available. All students are
•ligible. Let us help. For more
~lo. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57385
5/3
11!!-=':"-:"0:G~R~A~T~U-L-AT=l~O~N~S:--C~l~NDY

fCKERTY, MICHELLE GADDINI
tlND LISA VASHKELIS OF
SIGMA KAPPA on being selected
at Top Ten Greek Women! .You
gals are awesome! Your sisters
are so proud!
4/18
'E".:-::5::-:IG-::--:-KA=-::P:-:S:-:-!-:-K:-::E:-::E:-::P:--:U'""P=-·THE
SPIRIT!
---------'4118

CONGRATS TO THE SIG £P
LITTLE MAN'S TUG TEAM on
their victory Tuesday and good
luck on Friday
•

K11.TRE\frl~AiiY-A'REN~
GLAD IT'S FINALLY OVER? You
did such a wonderful )ob with
Greek Sing and I am so proud of
youl Your Partner in Crime,
Rachel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118
SIG KAP AIRBAND: All of you
have done a expellent job. You
look great! Thanks for all of you
hard work and for putting up with
the drill sargeantsl Love, Joanna,
Jill,
Jennifer!
Diedra,
___
_Shana,
_ _ and
__
_4118
GOOD LUCK ALPHA GAM AtRBAND. Lets Boogie our way to
the top!

------~--4118

GOOD LUCK ALPHA SIGMA
TAU pyramids, tugs, airband, &
obstacles! Lets Go Girls!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

CRAZY S'S: How fun was Greek
Sing Eve? Ask Sig F;>i's.

- - - - -·-'-----·4l18

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

TRI-SIGMA AIRBAND-You all are
doing a wonderful job. I know you
will make me proud tonight!
Sigma LO"'!-Novak
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

KRISTI LYNN ROMAN: Hi this is
Susie
from
the
Gap...Congratulationsl It's official·
Ball State thinks we're real
SMART! No more boys who go
RAFTING or chase TAMMY
FAYES! I need to borrow your
balls until May 11-1 know you'H
need them this summer! Love,
Clarissa. P.S. Our thesis is due
tomorrow-have you started yet?
~-----,-_ _ _4118
MARCY BENJAMIN OF ALPHA
PHI-Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to Curt Richardson of
Sigma Chi. Love, Your sisters
4/18
G__,_O_O_D-LU_C_K_A_L_P_H_A_P-HI IN

PHI SIGS: Hope you're having
fun during Greek Week! Sorry I
can't be there with you. Phi Sig's
Rock! Love, Ron
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

COURTNEY STONE of Tri·
Sigma- Congratulations on being
Outstanding
Panhellenic
Delegate of the Year! Love Your
Sisters.
,.----.,.-----.,,---,-.,..,..,--4118
WIN OR LOSE, We still
Booze... good try TAU TUGGERS,
We'll get 'em next year!!!

SIG KAP .AIRBAND THANKS
FOR WORKING SO HARD! YOU
GUYS WILL DO AWESOME!
IOVEDIEDRA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

SQUIGGY, BUGS, KATE, PAT,
LENNY, WILD SUNFLOWERSI
MEETING AT IKE'S 4:00 MEOW,
OUCH ARF, M-A-T-T·E·R-S.

AIRBAND, FUN GAMES, PYRAMIDS, & VOLLEYBALL. Have fun
and we'll be there all the way to
support you. AOE, your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

HEY ASA AIRBAND: You've all
worked so hard so let's show em
whose the friskiest felines! Get
ready to "Strut" your stuff tonight!
Alpha Love, Beth
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4l18

SIG NU'S LETS GET PUMPED
UP FOR AIRBAND
4118

_R_A_C_H~E-L-K-IL-B~U-R-G-.-A-NNA.

HEMPHILL, AND TRACY WILLS
of Alpha Gamma Delta,
Congratulations on being chosen
for the Honorary Order of Omega.
Your sisters are proud of you.
.,---------.,.--41.15
GREAT JOB DELTA SIG~ FOR
TAKING FIRST IN CANOES,
GOOD LUCK DURING GREEK
WEEK!
.,,-:,---:--,-,,,..,,-,---,,---..,--4118
SIG KAP AIRBAND: Good luck
tonight! We know you will look
great! Love-Your sisters.

~-------~4118

TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHICongrats on Greek Sing! You are
doing awesome this week, I'm so
proud of you! Love, Lisa
-=---=-.,--,...,,,..---,-,--,__--,-4118
JEN RENO OF ALPHA PHI. You
looked beautiful at coronation!
We are proud of you! AOE
4118
P~H-1-S-IG,_M_A_S-IG_M_A_A_l_R-BAND
MEMBERS: Good luck tonight!
You guys look awesome! Phi Sig
Love & mine, Steph l.
·

-----~---4/18

CONGRATULATIONS KRISSY
WILLEY OF ALPHA PHI on getting lavaliered to Micheal Robey
of Delta Sigma Phi. Love, Your
sisters
-,,..,---,..,-,....,...,----4118
ALPHA PHI TUGGER'S-We are
so proud of all your hard work.
Hope you had a great week.
AOE, your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118
BRIDGETT HARTMAN OF
ALPHA PHI: Good luck in
Airband. You'll do great. Love,
Stacey, Kel~y & Tricia

~-~---~--4119

SIGMA KAPPA AIRBAND. GET
EXCITED! YOU GUYS WILL DO
~WESOME!

DELTA ZETA AIRBAND: Good
Luck tonight! We know you will do
great job. Let's go for win #2!

-:---~--=---=--,--4118

LADIES COME JOIN Delts and
Sig· Pi's for a function after
Airband at TED'S 9-1 am.

~--------4118
PHI SIG AIRBAND: Looking
Good! Smile with lots of attitude!
Corie
~--------4118
EITER· TO OUR FAVORITE
Hairy nostril, thanks for being so
awesome this weekend, and don't
let your .meat loaf! Love, Your
Alpha f?o.
~-------'----4118

We 're Looking £or a

-------~·411~

a

-----~-~~4/11

DELTA ZETAS: Way to gol ~
did awesome at Greek Sing! Your
hard ·work paid off and you make
me very proud. Special thanks to
lvene, Alisha, Anne, Anna, and
Casey. Love, Susan
----------4/18
GO TRI-SIGMA Tugs and
Collegiate Bowl!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _411

CRAIG MAVEK AND BOB WE&
NIE, thanks so much for everything guys... we'U see ya at Ike's
soon! Love, Patty, Crissy, and
Heidi

-~-------4118
Don't forget to sell your unwanted
items in the Classified Section of
the Daily Eastern News
~------~H/.A--00
Good luck to all organlzatlOM
participating in Greek Week

HI.A Oil

£e~

Good People!

**************
BUILD THAT RESUME!
Position available for Fall 1996:
Assistant Office Manager
Apply in Person in the
Student "Pu lie ti.on Office. MLK Gallery
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EASTERt' iLLINOIS UNIVERSITY THEATRE
presents
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7:00 p.m~ April 17, 18, 19~ 20
2:00 p.ID. April 21, 1996
on the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Special Priced Tickets:
Adults, Faeolty/Staff $5; Senior Citizen, Children 1:111d Students $2.50
Call the University Theatre Ticket Office for ticket information and reservations at 581-3110
Monday through Friday from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. and one hour before each performance.
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osa·redeems self with two homers in win
CHICAGO (AP) - Less than 48 hours
larlier, Sammy Sosa was whiffing at the
Jind, striking out five times in one game.
On \,Vednesday he was taking his familiar
1ome run trot around the bases - not once
lllrt twice - to lead the Chicago Cubs to an
8-6 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.
~onday night was tough for me but
feople who play every day are going to
lbike out. I just went out today with a different attitude," said Sosa, who hit a tworun homer in the bottom of the 10th off
:ilhnny Ruffin · (0-1) to beat the Reds on
ildnesday.
"I'm trying to make contact and whatever
pitches he throws, that's no problem," said
SOsa, who now has four homers. ''I kept my

' '

I just went out today with a different attitude."
Sammy Sosa
Cubs outfielder

head down, laid off the bad pitches and
when he threw my pitch, I hit it." Sosa's
game-winner came after Mark Grace led off
the l 0th with a walk. His first homer came
in the third off Kevin Jarvis and carried
well out of Wrigley Field.
"It went a long way. Usually if they
scrape the bottom of the fence, it's good
enough for me. But that first one got my
attention. It had a chance to hit the build-

ing," Cubs manager Jim Riggleman said.
"Sammy's a heck of a player. He was just
frustrated the other night in the first night
game here." Turk Wendell (1-0) pitched
two hitless innings of relief for the win.
Jeff Branson tripled twice for the Reds,
who had three errors.
"We played horrible defense," said Reds
manager Ray Knight.
"We missed grounders at second and

short. This is a major league team and we
shouldn't make those kind of errors. In the
future we won't." Cincinnati tied it 6-6 in
the seventh inning when Hal Morris greeted
reliever Doug Jones with a RBI double. The
hit came immediately after Luis Gonzalez
made a perfect one-hop throw from left
field to cut down Bret Boone trying to score
from second on Eddie Taubensee's single.
Chicago starter Jaime Navarro failed for
the fourth straight start to get his first victory, going 6 2-3 innings.
Sosa's two-run homer in the third gave
the Cubs a 5-2 lead.
Cincinnati closed to 5-4 the next inning
when Lenny Harris tripled in two, follow~g an error by shortstop Rey Sanchez.

Hawks top Calgary, 4-1 Cardinals dump Pirates
Murphy's goals
give Chicago
first-round win·
CHICAGO (AP)- Joe Murphy, coming
off a disappOinting regular season, opened
It the playoffs with two goals and an assist as
the Chicago Blackhawks defeated the
Calgary flames 4-1 Wednesday night
The flames held Chicago to five goals
in going 2-0-2 against them this season.
and they'll try to recapture that defensive
form in Game 2 on Friday. The best-of-7
$Cries shifts to Calgary for games Sunday
and Tuesday.
Sheldon Kennedy scored 3:23 into the
game but that was it for the flames, who
haven't won a playoff series since beating
Montreal in the 1989 Stanley Cup finals.
After netting 23 goals in the lockoutif mortened 1995 season, Murphy had just
22 in 70 games this season. He also was
the Blackhawks' only regular with a minus
rating in plus-minus statistics.
Back in October, first-year coach Craig
Hartsburg benched him for undisciplined
play and Murphy suggested Chicago trade

him to a team wanting "a big-time player"
- earning Murphy the derisive nickname
"Big Tune."
Murphy had one other two-goal game
this season·-Jan. 22 against Ottawa. In the
34 remaining games, he scored only seven
times.
.
But Murphy, who excelled in last year•s
playoffs, found the postseason to his liking
again.
Just 70 seconds after Kennedy's goal
put the Flames ahead, Murphy made a
pretty b~ckhanded drop pass to Bernie
Nicholls, who beat Trevor Kidd over the
glove for a power-play goal. At 15:34 of
the first period, Murphy and Nicholls
worked a give-and-go, with Murphy scoring for a 2-1 lead.
At 7:05 of the second, Keith Camey
shot toward the net and Murphy slammed
the puck past Kidd.
.
Besides getting production from
Murphy and Nicholls, who had only one
playoff go§l ~t Y.~ ~ ~~»'~ i9l
a lift from Wp rorWarCf Mrrty ft.0eitlck.
lo his first game since spraining his
ankle March 17, Roenick assisted on Eric
Daze's third-period goal and provided a
spark with his emotion and aggressiveness.
ChicagQ had been 4-5-3 without him.

Alpha D

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Donovan Osborne
retired 16 straight batters and Ray Lankford
hit a 468-foot home run and doubled with
the bases loaded Tuesday night, leading the
St Cardinals over the Pittsburgh Pirates 6-1.
Osborne (1-0) making his first start of the
season, retired 16 straight before Orlando
Merced homered with one out in the seventh.
Osborne, who missed the first two weeks
of the season after breaking a rib in an auto
accident during spring training, allowed two
hits in 6 2-3 innings, struck out four and

walked one.
Cory Bailey, Rick Honeycutt and Dennis
Ecksersley completed the three-hitter, the
Cardinals' fifth win in seven games. St.
Louis, which leads the NL Central, hadn't
been first this late in the season since 1987.
Danny Darwin (1-2), making the 300th
start of his career, allowed two runs and four
hits in seven innings.
Lankford hit his fourth homer of the season in the first, a drive into the upper deck in
right. Tom Pagnozzi hit a sacrifice fly in the
second following Brian Jordan's double.

Fernandez, Sox nip Royals
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Dave
Martinez and Harold Baines homered as
Alex Fernandez stayed unbeaten at
Kansas City, leading the Chicago White
Sox over the Royals 3-1 Wednesday
night.
Fernandez (2-1) is 5-0 in Kansas City

lflitb. a 133 there in

$6~er

Appier (1-2). Martinez homered off the
following inning, chasing Appier, who
allowed three runs and eight hits in 6 1-3
innings.
Frartk Thomas singled in the fifth,
extending his hitting streak to 14 games,
a club record at the start of the season.

innings.

Bftines hit a 4r2-foot homer in the

He gave up eight hits, struck out six and
walked three before Joe Magrane
relieved starting the eighth. Roberto
Hernandez pitched the ninth for his third
save.
With the score tied 1-1 in the sixth1
Ray Durham hit an RBI single off Kevin

second, but Tom Goodwin tied the score
with an RBI single in the third following
David Howard's double.
·
Kansas City loaded the bases with two
outs in the fourth on Joe Vitiello's double and a pair of walks, but Howard
struck out.
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would like to thank

Craig Toney
of Sigma Chi
for being a wond~rfuf Bordeux Beau
. and PROUDLY PRESENTS

Dan Dierking
of Sigma Pi

as the New Bordeux Beau.

We love 4ou qu4s!

··--·
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While 8ianina ap for JQ1Ur lUgh
teeh couni•, Sign up for Anny
ROTC too. ROTC is a college
elective that develop• in tal- ,
ented students the llkills and
confidence to lead and be-

come an officer in today's

-- .

Army. An Anay"'that'a on the cut-·
tingedaeofhightechnology.

llOTC pnmd91 hancb-on
leaderahip traini:nq. ~

' training that prepares you ror
a military or a civilian career.

lllllBOTC·
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Big inning hurts Panthers
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

The Panther offense has outscored opponents 135114 this season, and the pitching staff has _an ERA of
2.'19.
But once again Tuesday, the Panthers were the
victims of a big inning.
Evansville scored eight runs in the top of the first
inning of the first game of Tuesday's doubleheader.
The Aces were well on their way to a 10-run Win
over the Panthers.
"(Softball) is also a game of the big inning, and
they had a big inning," Eastern head coach
Stephanie Fox said. "When you have an inning like
that (against you), its hard to stay up for the rest of
the game." ·
.
Eastern had seven innings to p11t together a comeback, but the Panthers offense could not sustain a
rally. Eastern.had four hits in the game.
·
"We certainly didn't do well at the plate,'' Fox
said. ''We were way out in front of pitches, and we
didn't make the necessary adjustments."
Starter Missy Porzel was rocked by the Aces'
Hneup. The senior starter gave up eight runs (four
earned) on eight hits and a walk in 113 of an inning.
But Fox said all of the blame could not go to
Porzel.
"Missy was hit hard and they were just hitting
well, but we looked pretty dead out there,'' Fox said.
She also said the defense failed to pick up the
slack.
"When your pitcher's getting hit hard, you need

people to step up and make plays."
The game started well for the Panthers, as Ace
leadoff hitter Erica Horvath flied out to right field.
But then the hit parade began.
The next 11 batters reached base safely. The Aces
had three singles, an error, two more singles, a walk,
another single, a fielder's choice and two more singles.
In all, eight runners crossed the plate. One more
would have scored, but the Panthers forced the
eighth-place·hitter at third when Horvath reached on
a fielder's choice to go O-for-2 for the first inning.
Both Shannon Reed and Nicole Farris were 2-for2 in the first inning.
Junior Kim Hartzler came in to get the final two
outs of the first inning. She finished the game, giving up single runs in the third and fourth innings.
The rule in softball states that if one team is up by
eight runs or more by the fifth inning, the game is
called.
The Aces had enough for the slaughter-rule win in
the first inning.
Eastern looked to counter in the bottom of the
first inning when leftfielder Stacy Siebert tripled
with two outs. But the next batter, Hartzler, grounded to short to end the inning.
Siebert's triple would be the closest Eastern
would come to scoring in the game:
Eastern was also the victim of a big inning during
its own invitational April 6 and 7.
In the final game of the round-robin play, Loyola

pleased with
achieVeffieflt
By LIBBY ZWILLING

00 !'!S!
i~astem

athletu...oontinue to
h,.,..e success off the playing field
as weJl as on it. The Eastern
men's and _women's swimming
teams have been honored for
their achievements acadel:llicaily.
The College Swimming
Coaches Association of America
awarded the men's and women's
swimming teams Academic AllAmerican honors for the 1995
fall semester.
The association.>s standards for
qualifying for All-American sta~
tus require that the grade point
average of the entire swimming
and diving squad'must be a minimum of 2.80 on a 4.0 scale.
The women's average for the
fall semester was 3.01, which
ranked them 34th on the list of
all Division I programs in the
nation. The men were ranked
35th in the country with an aver.age GPA of 2.82 for the fall
semester.
Head coach .Ray Padovan
believes that academics are top

concerns for the athletes as well
as the coaches.
"Academics is the main reason
why the students are here,"
Padovan said. "Swimming always comes second."
Bob Boettner, executive director of the College Swimming
Coaches Association of America,
said the Eastern swimming
'1eatrts• aC'ademic successes show
the importance of a good balance
between academics and athletics.
"On behalf of the swimming
coaches association, I would like
to congratulate coach Ray
Padovan and his swiinming team
on a job well done. They continue
the
role
of the
athlete/scholar in the highest tradition," Boettner said in a press
release.
Doug Habben, a sophomore
on the men's team, said combining athletics with academics is
something he has not had trouble
doing.
.
"My parents helped me manage my time in the beginning,"
Habben said. "From there I
learned what to do and when to
do it."
Habben said that balancing
athletics with academics is helping him prepare for his life after
his swimming-career at Eastern
is finished.
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"I have learned time management skills," Habben said.
"When I get time I try to use it
wisely. I think I'll be able to use
that when I get out of school."
Nicole Tennell, a senior on the
women's team, said she formed
good study habits as a result of
learning how to adapt in high ,
school.
Ii "-~
·
a.nd haJ-a
,,.;m!JWM!l&in,.,..,.
?'l"rr~ 1· @8vs!q
.
·11g rades in high school had a ·
~
major part of how I balance
~
things now," Tennell said.
However, Tennell said that
while it h;ts not been that difficult for her to balance both
grades and swimming, the team's
meet schedule can sometimes
make it hard to do both.
"It's relatively easy, but at
times it can get tough," Tennell
said. "H you have meets for the
full weekend, it can be tough to
squeeze in your homework."
In addition to being able to
maintain high academic st~dards while swimming at the
Division I level, both Habben
and Tennell agree that they
would not have been able to
achieve the honor without the
influence of Padovan.
"He (Padovan) absolutely
makes sure we are getting our
grades in and is very aware of
our grades,'' Habben said.
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~~~~.two big innings to run away from the Panthers~

Swimmers earn academic honor
Coach Padovan
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Siebert held_ the Raiders in the
l>dttom of the ninth to maintain
the 1-0 wm.
Eastern's pitching was working
'Well, but in the second game, the
Panthers could not produce run
..,port and the defense failed.
"Missy pitched well," Fox
said. "But it's frustrating when
she's n9t getting the backup.

MORTON

Stacy
Siebert

"Even in the
inning they scored
twice, the hit
wasn't that good
of a hit."
Fox said the
games were two
the
Panthers
should have had.
"This team was

not a great team," she said. "They
did not hit well; their pitching
was not overbearing, and we
need to step up and win these
games."
The Panthers will have today
and Friday off before hosting the
l,Jniversity of Missouri at Kansas
City Saturday and traveling to
DePaul University Sunday.

frompageJ6...,_,,_,, ..............................................................................................

said Morton. "I try to encourage them as much as fall, so this spring the team is on the road for every
possible and try to set a positive example on the meet- but that doesn't bother Morton .
course."
"I'd rather travel," said Morton. "I love going to
Eastern head coach Mike Moncef seems to different courses and playing at them. I heard the
agree that Morton sets a positive example on the course where we are going to play conference at is
course.
really ajce."
"His work ethic is very good," said MonceL
Morton's main goal for the upcoming Mid-Con
"He is the most positive kid we have on the team." tourney is to play well overall and stay in the
Morton said the maip strength of his game is .lower to mid 70s. Morton also said that if the golf
lriving, but his main weakness is his putting and team coilld play to its potential, it could end up in
short game. Whenever he has a bad putting round, the top five.
he gets really nervous.
Morton said the lowest round he ever shot came
Morton attributes his golf game to a couple of at the Charleston Country Club this summer. It
lifferent people.
was there where he shot a 33 the first round and a
"Mike (Moncel) has helped me out a lot with 32 the second for a total of 65.
the physical part of my game such as my swing,"
With his recent success on the golf course,
said Morton. "As for the mental part of my game, Morton said that golf might be in his future.
''.If oppprt.unity knocks, I will go on and golf
I'm a de~pte.d{ib.t.iit¥n and P\aJ iiw l\~!P~ me.
out lo~If .ft 8'M iV 't!alfie ffla( rhere att after college," said Morton. "If it doesn't I'd like
to nope to become a teacher and a coach."
mo11 things to li~ th~~~h n · \ ·
~orton said one of the best meets he's ever
Moncel said we still haven't heard the last of
ompeted in was at the Tennessee-Martin Morton.
Invitational in the fall. At this tourney he shot a 73
'.'Jeremy got the highest score in all the skills
and then a 74, and he said it was one of the nicest competitions the team had and he still hasn't
courses he's played at so far.
played up to his potential," said Moncel. "A little
Eastern's lone meet at home this season was last more practice and he'll be a great golfer."
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Together
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DECISION
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free Refill on Popcorn (i Solt Drink5!

and a trip to the conference
tourney, which is likely to be
played 1itt•llitoy 5btd'lh_\ivefsiey
in Alabama, injuries can be a
concern for a team.
However, Schmitz said
injuries have not really been a
problem this year.
"We have a few minor
injuries," Schmitz said. "Kevin
Wujcik has a fracture in his
knee that he injured in the
Olivet Nazarene game and
(Josh) Zink's ankle has been
bothering him."
Nevertheless, Schmitz said
that his team has really done
well in avoiding injuries and
with other players stepping up,
it has made it easier to handle
the injuries that the team does
have.

S

did."

1\vo examples of the burning out were the Troy
State ga~e (Jan. 13) and the Buffalo game (Jan.
22).
Against Troy, the Lady Panthers had a 10-point
halftime lead before the Trojans came out and
Dutscored Eastern 51-.29 in tlie second half to
claim an &4- 72 \vin.
~gainst Buffalo~ the L~dy Panthers were within
one at the h~lf,. but Buffalo turned a one-p9ifit
lead into a 19--poi:at blowout. .
But the team isn •t just work;ing on conditionfug.
"W~'re tryitlg to improve the offensive production," Peterson said. "We feel we have capable
scorers, but we're not sure if we've given them
enough repetitions to know how to get their shots

off."

While the team boasted the Mid-Con's 10th
leading scorer in sophomore Barbora Garbova
(13.5 ppg) and the outside snooting of senior
Kenya Green (tied for third all-time with 63
l11rrc -r1111ut r. made in a career at Easte,rn), the
k)ffense simply went through periods when it
couldn't put anything together.
Case in poinJ: the first half against Buffalo
(~b. - • when the 44y, Panthers found them-
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we never really reached the point when we were
in good physical shape, and that was a factor in
some games. We burned out before the other team

PCLOSE
&PERSONAL
f9
Daily 7:00.9:30

Have Fun During Greek Week!
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he is 20th in the RBI category done well on the mound this
with 36 and he owns the 23rd year and is currently 4-1 this
spjlt~n homerul)S,' 'ii\th nin'a.~~ ad has pitched in
1
~ammate Steve fiunlop, who team-leading 51 innings this
is the Panthers' senior shortstop, year.
is also ranked nationally, as he
And with pitchers like Neal
is 45th in bahing with a .415 and Sommerfeld throwing well
average. Dunlop also owns a 22- this year, Schmitz said he is
game hitting streak.
pleased with the way the pitchIn addition to the offense, ing has turned it tip as the team
pitching has also been a strong heads toward the final weeks of
point for this Panther team in the season.
1996.
As a team, the Panthers boast
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Fem- I 4:45,7:4S,10:00
sat 9111 mat; 2:30
Oliver & oo. (0) 4: 15,6:30,8:30
sat 511111111ls; 12:00,2:00
SGT Billo (PG) 5: IS, 7:30,9:40
sat s111 mas; J2:4S,J:OO
Birdcage ll4:H.7:15 9:50
sat 1111 !Dll; 1:30 •
J11111:11 &The Giant Pead! (PG)
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Become a PANTHER PAL!

selves in a 2.2-point halftime deficit after scoring

only 14 points in the first half.
Case in point the sequel: After tying
Northeastern 26-26 in the first half, the Lady
Panthers again scored just 14 points in a half as
the Eagles went on to a 14-point win.
Another problem of Eastern's offense all season was turnovers. The Lady Panthers had only
nine games with less than 20 turnovers - and in
three of those games the Lady Panthers committed 19 turnovers.
"We've considered ourselves one of the best
defensive teams in conference, and most of our
preseason workouts focused on defense," Peterson
said. "(l\s a result) our offense has suffered.
"We're trying to get the kids who can score
more of a scoring mentality."
The practices have gone on for two weeks, and
Peterson said the coaches like what they've seen.
"We're seeing a lot of hard work and improvement," she.said.
It looks like the coaches are taking a practical
approach to solving the problems on the team.
The workouts are centering on what the team
needs to improve on, and there's cooperation by
coaches and players.
With the new conference and new focus and
commitment, Lantz Gym, along with the man who
has the noisemaker, will host an imprpved Lady
Panther ~u~9. in the fall.
·

The .Panther Pal position is not
. a paid position but it does have
some GREAT ADVANTAGES.....
Panther Pals get to move in early,
receive a free t-shirt , and get to enjoy
all the fan of Panther Preview!
$

* Panther Preview,

Panther Pals also help out during
by helping with
the various events.
Ifyou're lookingfor a great way to
start the Fall semester, start it
with us- The Office of Orientation would
love to have help!

*

Applications are available at any residence hall
front desk and should be returned by April 24th.
Sponsored by the Office if Orientation & RHA
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Lady Panthers
committing
in off-season
The basketball Lady Panthers
were a disappointment in 199596.
Before the season, head coach
John Klein said he expected the
team to challenge for the MidContinent Conference title and,
more importantly, challenge for
the Mid-Con's automatic berth to
the NCAA Tournament.
However, the Lady Panthers
finished the season under .500
overall (12-15) and at .500 in the
Mid-Con (9-9).
The .500 finish was good for
the sixth seed in the Mid-Con
tournament. The winner of the
tourney earned the NCAA berth,
but Eastern made an early exit,
falling 64-46 in the first round to
the third seeded Golden Eagles of
Northeastern lliinois University.
Eastern looked slow and sluggish in the tournament game - not
the characteristics of an NCAA
tournament tearri.
Challenging for the NCAA
berth was a longshot, but the
Lady Panthers never even seriously challenged for the Mid-_C on
title. In fact, their record against
the five teams finishing ahead of
them in conference was 2-8.
The team went through a.
"·learning year" as termed by
sophomore point guard Jess
Laska. Yet Klein asked the question, "What di~ they learn?" .
Next year will be a new begmriing as the team moves into a
new conference, the Ohio Valley,
Md the Lady Panthers are already
preparing to have more than simply a "learning year."
The coaches are taking the
right steps in terms of working
with the team on what needs to be
improved the most. There is a
renewed focus on commitment a commitment to winning.
Although the team was young,
it certainly had talent. But it often
lacked execution. To try to remedy the problem, the Lady
Panthers are taking advantage of
an aggressive off-season program
to help develop skills, aggressiveness and team unity.
· And it's not a cake walk.
Freshman forward Amanda
Garretson described the once-aweek workouts as being "harder
than anything I've ever done in
my life."
'The team is working extremely hard," she said. ''The~ are a lot
of ups and downs. Right now,
there's more ups, but in the beginning there were more downs. A
lot of people had qU'estions like,
'Do we want to want to do this?"'
The practices are designed to
be difficult, according to assistant
coach Kate Peterson.
'The reason it's difficult is that
all of the drills include conditioning," 'Peterson said. "Last year,
See HARBECK page 15
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' Tuesday game with
Panther third baseman Luann Schleeter (center) anxiously is ready for action
rin the
the University
second 3-0of Evansville
Williams Field. The Panthers split the nonconference contest with the Aces, losing the first game 10-0 but captu g
·

Panthers split against Wright Stat
By JOSH HARBECK
Stall writer

The

p;f~bing

was

•
th~re1

lnit the

ba~s

stayed home.
The Panthers ended up on both sides of
shutouts, as they split a doubleheader
Wednesday at Wright State University. .
The firs·t game went scoreless unul a
ninth inning RBI by freshman Amy Kukman
that gave the Panthers a 1-0 win.
The second game was another low scoring affair, but Wright State ~~und itself on
the winnirig side of a 2-0 decision.
The Panthers outhit the Raiders 10-6 for
the twin bill, but Eastern head coach
Stephanie Fox said the team again had a
"frustrating" day at the plate.
"We didn't hit the ball hard again," she
said. "We had a couple of situations when
we didn't execute a bunt."

Big inning hurts team in split.

Raiders the a 2-0 wm.
For the game, the Panthers outhit th
Raiders 5-4.

ln ~~ fiot s~m~.

Mil!:~RJJ .fifRbF.£ 8f ~h

·STORY page 14 Week Stacy Siebert pitched· rune mnmgs o
---------~-~~...,;~...
shutout baseball, leading the Panthers to
The Panthers were coming off a day when 1-0 win.
Evansville pounded Eastern 10-0, and then
the Panthers came back to win the second
game 3-0. Wednesday, again there were two
shutouts, but Fox said the Wright State
games were more successful.
..
"(Wednesday) was much more positive
than the Evansville games," she said. "The
loss was just that they had one lucky inning
and we didn't. I'm frustrated with our
inconsistency at the plate."
Wright State's luck came with two outs.
Starter Missy Porzel walked a batter, and
the next hitter reached on an error. The next
batter hit a soft line drive up the line to
drive in two unearned runs and gave the

Again. the Panthers outhit the Raiders r
2), but the difference came when E~stert
put hits together - and it happened m th
ninth inning with one out.
.
For the second time this season, th1
baseman Luann Schlecter hit a triple to puc
the winning run on base.
And for the second time this seaso ..
Kukman brought her home for the win.
Wednesday, the Panthers employed, a
squeeze play, and according to Fox, the plal
was executed so well the Raiders didn't
have a play anywhere.
SeeSOFTBALLpagel5

Baseball coach
Panthers benefitting
has mixed feelings fr6m junior transfer
Offense works,
but not defense
By BRIAN LESTER
Associate sports editor
Eastern head baseball coach
Jim Schmitz has stressed defense
throughout the team's run for a
second straight Mid-Continent
Conference title, but in Monday's
doubleheader against Murray
State, the defense did not show
up.
"Our main goal is to deny the
big innings and we didn't do that,
so I was disappointed with our
defense," Schmitz said in reference to his team's defensive lapses against the Racers.
Despite the Panthers' defensive
breakdowns that resulted in the
end of their four-game winning
streak, Schmitz said he was

pleased with the way his team has
been playing offense as of late.
"The team is hitting the ball
well and they are doing a great
job offensively," Schmitz said.
"Our team has been knocking in
runs and we have a lot of talented
hitters, which are the ingredients
of a good team."
Schmitz also said that the
Panthers' recent success from the
plate has been the result of the
instruction that former Panther
standouts Melesio Salazar and
Mike Lamber have given to the
team this season.
The Panthers' offense has also
been recognized nationally this
year. Eastern is currently 23rd in
the country in NCAA Division I
from the plate with a .329 batting
average.
Individually, senior first baseman Shane Hesse is ranked 16th
in the nation with a .439 average,
SeeBASEBALL.pa~l5

By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

With the Mid-Continent Conference Tournament coming up,
all the golfers on Eastern's golf
team ape getting ready for it.
One of these golfers is junior
Jeremy Morton.
Morton has been playing golf
since his freshman year of high
school when he played at nearby Mattoon High School.
Morton then played golf at
Parkland Community College
in Champaign before coming to
Eastern this season.
"There was a big transition
from junior college to a regular
college,'' said Morton. "I like it
better here because we play on
a lot of nicer courses and it is
more competitive."
Morton said he does feel

some pressure because he is
one of the top players, but not
as much as before.
"I used to feel the pressure a
lot more," said Morton. "I felt it
a lot more in the fall than I do
now."
Morton said the only time he
feels nervous on the golf course
is when he steps up to take a
put, since he basn' t been
putting well lately.
Morton said some of his
major accomplishments have
been getting second in conference while in high school and
making it to nationals while be
was at Parkland.
Morton is one of only a few
upperclassmen on the team, so
he tries to set an example for
the underclassmen.
"I try to set a good example
both on and off the course,"
See MO.ATON. page 15

